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ABSTRACT

Historically, buildings have been passive nodes in the electric grid system with
one-way power flows. However, with the recent market development of solar
photovoltaic (PV) and stationary behind-the-meter battery storage systems,
buildings are now transitioning to active nodes, offering bi-directional power
flows. Various system topologies and modelling aspects are of interest for
these active nodes and their viability. This thesis compares internal build-
ing direct current (DC) distribution with the conventional alternating current
(AC) distribution for single-family and office buildings. For both building
types, the geographical location is altered to examine the effect of PV and
load correlation on the DC performance. The energy loss over a year and
the loss distribution across various components are examined for three DC
topologies, including one with constant power electronic converter (PEC) effi-
ciencies, to quantify the loss discrepancy to experimentally derived PEC effi-
ciency characteristics. Using constant efficiencies for a single-family building
underestimates the annual losses by 34% (63 kWh/a). With load-dependant
PEC efficiencies and without battery storage, DC operation shows no perfor-
mance enhancements compared to AC. Depending on the studied case, DC
operation results in loss savings, −16.3 to −43.6% with PV and battery.

Two methods are proposed to reduce the grid-tied converter (GC) losses
from partial load operation. One method—a modular GC design consisting of
a smaller and a larger GC—is modelled for two cases: a single-family build-
ing and an office building, and presents an optimal GC size configuration of
15/85%. The loss savings relative to AC operations for a 15/85% configura-
tion are 26% for the single-family building and 15–40% for the office. The
savings depend on the office’s location and system design (PV and battery
sizing). For the offices, the effect on DC loss savings is examined via a para-
metric sweep by varying PV and battery sizes, with resulting savings up to
40% (−12.8 MWh/a) compared to AC operation. The results highlight the
effect of GC sizing on the DC performance, the effect of battery storage, and
how the PV and load correlation affects the DC performance.

Furthermore, a battery model is derived from experimental measurements of
the cell’s current—resistance and open-circuit voltage (OCV)—state-of-charge
(SOC) dependencies. The battery model is verified against the measured volt-
age with good compliance (RMSE<7 mV). Three representations—including
the round trip efficiency approximation—are compared for annual battery sys-
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tem losses. The results indicate that the cell’s losses—making up 22–45% of
losses for the examined case—and that the internal resistance’s current de-
pendency is essential for an accurate representation. The loss discrepancy for
the round trip approximation varies between −5% to 29%, relative to the ex-
perimentally derived representation, depending on the modelled battery size.

The role of PV and battery storage for an airport micro grid is examined
in a forward-looking case with electric aviation (EA) and electric vehicles
(EVs). Seven scenarios are studied, including four with battery storage and
different operation algorithms. One of the algorithms is a novel operation
combining self-consumption (SC) and peak power shaving. Compared to the
current situation, the techno-economic evaluation shows a significant increase
in energy (89.4%) and power (+1 MW) demands from EA and EV. For the
nominal battery price and peak power tariff (Ct), the novel operation shows
the shortest Payback Period (PBP) of 4.8 years for the battery scenarios.
With varying battery prices and peak power tariffs, the sensitivity analysis
shows that Ct can significantly affect the PBP.

Lastly, the effect of PV module operating temperature on performance is
empirically evaluated and quantified for seven arrays from annual operation.
For the Building–Applied PV (BAPV) c-Si modules, the elevated operat-
ing temperature adds 1% to the total losses and 2% for the c-Si Building–
Integrated PV (BIPV). Examining the results of SC and self-sufficiency (SS)
verifies the correlation between SC and power rating and introduces the cor-
relation between SS and annual yield, considering the effect of system design,
level of roof integration and PV cell type. For this case study, comparing two
systems with and without battery storage shows the weekly variation in SS
and SC and highlights the drawback of single-objective dispatch.

Keywords: Solar photovoltaic, Battery Storage, Direct Current, Buildings,
Energy Management
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Acronyms

AC Alternating current

BAPV Building–Applied PV

BAU Business As Usual

BESS Battery Energy Storage System
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DC Direct current
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OC Operational Cost
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RBC Relative Battery Capacity

RBS Relative Battery Size

SC Self-consumption

SOC State–of–charge

SS Self-sufficiency

STC Standard Test Conditions

Symbols

β Grid-tied converter threshold share

δ PV module temperature coefficient

δsoc Step-wise adjustment of socsv
min

κPV PV utilisation

κsystem System efficiency

χ Size ratio of smaller grid-tied converter

ψ Building main fuse

Cbuy Price of bought electricity (from the grid)

Cdeg Monetised battery degradation

Cnet Net electricity bill

Csell Revenue from sold electricity (to the grid)

Ct Peak power tariff

S Scenarios from parametric sweep of β and χ

Ah Battery capacity throughput

ck Temperature correction term
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f(s) Efficiency as a function of loading

DC⋆ DC reference (ψ = 16 A and χ = 0%)

Ebatt Battery energy capacity

ibatt Battery current

icell Cell current

Ibatt
C Battery investment cost

mstrings Number of of parallel battery strings

ncell Number of series connected battery cells

Ph
lim Grid-tied converter power threshold

Pconv
max Power constraint for battery charge/discharge

pnet Grid net power

psh Peak shaving power

qbatt Battery charge level (Ah)

Qrated
batt Battery rated capacity (Ah)

Qcell Battery cell capacity (Ah)

qloss Battery capacity loss from degradation

R0 Battery cell internal resistance (fixed)

R Battery cell series resistance; R0 ∨ r(icell)

r(icell) Battery cell resistance as a function of current

rPV PV to load share ratio

rs Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient

socsv
min Seasonal variation of minimum SOC

tm Measured (PV) module temperature
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Tavg
m Irradiance-weighted (PV) module temperature

u⋆
cell Measured cell voltage

Ubatt
nom Nominal battery voltage

ulin
ocv Linear approximation of OCV as a function of SOC

umean
ocv OCV approximation of mean from charge and discharge
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

From 2010 to 2021, the energy use in buildings increased from 115 EJ to
135 EJ, representing 30% of the global final energy usage [1]; out of which,
35% was electricity (+30% from 2010). EU’s ’Fit for 55’ package aims for a
55% net greenhouse gas emission reduction by 2030 [2], with energy usage in
buildings as one targeted sector. Until recently, buildings have been passive
nodes with a one-way power flow in the electric grid. However, given the
market development and striving for resilience, environmental awareness, and
economic prosperity, this momentum has shifted buildings to active nodes,
offering bi-directional power flows and enhanced grid involvement.

In recent years, the market for behind-the-meter electrical storage has grown
significantly, partly driven by the development in the solar photovoltaic (PV)
market [3]. Figure 1.1 shows the historical and forecasted cumulative power
per technology for 2010–2027 [4]. By 2027, PV is expected to surpass coal
and become the largest power source in the world. The homeowners’ incentive
for coupling battery storage with PV generation is partly associated with the
ambition to increase the self-consumed share of locally generated energy.
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Figure 1.1: Current and trajectory of cumulative power capacity shares by tech-
nology, 2010–2027 [4].

This thesis examines the viability of DC building distribution, PV and
behind-the-meter battery storage systems. It highlights loss discrepancies
and optimises DC distribution performance to minimise losses. The work de-
velops a battery model based on experimental measurements. It evaluates
various battery operation algorithms for microgrid applications, demonstrat-
ing economic viability and the importance of accurately representing battery
characteristics. Additionally, it examines the effect of PV module operating
temperature on performance and system design considerations.

AC and DC Building Distribution
The interest in DC systems has gained more momentum following the latest
technological development in power electronics [5] and the increased pene-
tration of PV and battery storage [6]. As PV modules generate DC and
batteries operate with DC, a DC building distribution topology enables ef-
ficient interaction with fewer power semiconductors in the current path for
voltage conversion. Furthermore, almost all electronic loads in buildings are
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DC-operated [7]. The expected growth in electric vehicles, which are also DC-
operated, is an additional motivator for DC in and adjacent to buildings [8].
Today’s conventional alternating current (AC) topologies require conversions
between AC and DC before the final user stage, generating losses. Adopting
DC distribution reduces or avoids some conversion losses, thereby increasing
the system’s performance and resource efficiency.

In an expert survey among market stakeholders [9], more research on DC
distribution in buildings was the top priority identified to enhance market
adoption. As pointed out in previous works, e.g., [10]–[12], this research
topic requires more comprehensive efforts, deepening the detail level of mod-
elling to enable accurate comparisons. A comprehensive review article by
Gelani et al. [13] concludes that the findings from previous works are conflict-
ing, and the combined efforts fail to give a verdict on the feasibility of DC
operation and under what circumstances DC is favourable.

The work in [11] quantified the loss sources for residential DC distribution
and concluded that the bi-directional grid-tied converter (GC) is the primary
loss source. The same conclusion is made in [14], and despite modelling of
optimal converter sizing, the loss share exceeds 30%. In related works, the
GC loss shares comprise 65% [Paper IV] or 60% [Paper III] when accounting
for the efficiency characteristics at partial loading. As acknowledged in [11],
the GC is optimised for high powers but often operates at partial loading,
resulting in poor efficiency. The work in [15] performs a sensitivity analysis
on the essential modelling parameters and a quantitative comparison of AC vs
DC distribution and concludes that the GC’s efficiency has the highest effect
on the relative comparison.

Residential Battery System Modelling
In literature related to PV and battery systems modelling, works are found on
the system’s techno-economic performance when adding battery storage; eval-
uated for the increased self-consumption (SC) and self-sufficiency (SS), e.g.,
[16]–[19] or the profitability [20]–[22]. Typically, these works use a constant
round trip efficiency, ranging from 85% [23] to 98% [24] when dealing with
battery-associated losses. Other studies on PV and battery systems identify
the round trip efficiency as a critical parameter for the system’s performance
[25]–[27]. As pointed out in [23], battery system losses originate from the bat-
tery itself (mainly the cells) and the power electronic converter (PEC), both
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with load-dependent efficiency characteristics. In many cases, the PECs and
battery losses are represented by a constant value, e.g., [16], [17], [23], [26]. A
constant efficiency offers a static and low-level complexity option but may not
accurately reflect the dynamic operation observed in reality. Eventually, this
simplification could lead to wrongful performance estimations as it misses out
on the loss variations both in the battery cells and the converter.

Methods and models to predict the battery’s current and voltage relation are
available in the literature to capture the loss characteristics of the battery cells
under dynamic operation. Examples of this are found for electrical vehicles
(EVs) using a resistance [28] or resistance network representations [29], [30].
These representations are applicable when studying fast phenomena (>1 Hz).
However, for buildings—with less rapid changes—it is proven in [31] that
a single resistance is sufficient to represent the voltage–current relation in a
battery cell for slower current changes. The work in [31] also acknowledges the
scarcely treated subject of relating the battery’s internal resistance variations
to the current level.

Airport Micro Grid Modelling
In the EU, aviation emissions in 2017 accounted for 3.8% of the total CO2
emissions, making it the second largest emitter of transport greenhouse gas
after road transport [32]. If global aviation were a country, it would rank
among the top ten emitters. Before the Covid pandemic, the International
Civil Aviation Organization forecasted that the emissions could triple by 2045
compared to 2015 [33].

Aviation is vital for urban development [34], and electric aviation (EA)
could significantly reduce the environmental impact and eliminate aviation-
originated CO2 and non-CO2 emissions while reducing noise. With today’s
technology, short-haul flights (less than 1500 km) are best suited for electrified
aircraft with zero-operation emissions. In 2019, these fossils-driven short-haul
flights accounted for one-third of the CO2 emissions [35].

The effect of transport electrification on the airport’s energy demand is
demonstrated in [36], [37]. The work in [36] replaces all global flights up to
600 nautical miles with EA and estimates an increased energy demand of
112–344 TWh (0.6–1.7% of 2015 global consumption). From a study of the
O’Hare International Airport, a portion of the flights are replaced by hybrid
electric aircraft and the change in electricity demand was studied [37]. The
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results report a substantial increase in the energy demand, requiring airport
grid upgrades.

Airports require vast and flat areas for their operation, with large open
fields along the runway, offering safe take-offs and landings, and usually with
a sound buffer area to reduce noise pollution. The energy consumption of a
larger airport is equivalent to a six-digit population city with around-the-clock
energy demand, putting significant stress on the electricity grid. Potential
grid stress relief is deploying PV arrays in open, flat, and, in many cases,
shading-free spaces. The work in [38] analyses which sustainability practices
are used at airports today. Ten indicators, including Energy Management,
were identified, where alternative and renewable energy sources, such as solar
energy, were categorised as one sub-indicator. The works in [39], [40] highlight
the advantages of PV airport deployment and conclude that the benefits of PV
depend on the timely correlation with load demand. As highlighted in [41],
stationary battery energy storage could further enhance the PV benefits by
reducing grid energy demand, electricity cost, and access to renewable energy.

1.2 Aims
The main aim of this work is to assess the viability of DC building distribution,
PV and battery storage for active node buildings in the electric power system.
The aim can be divided into the following goals:

i) evaluate the loss saving potential from DC building distribution and
present measures to enhance the DC operational performance,

ii) examine the techno-economic effect of PV and battery inclusion for DC
performance, and the effect of PV and load correlation,

iii) investigate suitable battery representations for stationary residential
battery systems, including accounting for the resistance dependence on
the current level, and,

iv) quantify the role of PV and battery storage systems in an airport micro
grid energy infrastructure.
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION

1.3 Identified Research Gaps

Building DC Distribution

Typical in previous works, e.g., [42]–[45], is constant PEC and battery effi-
ciencies. This approach neglects the load-dependent characteristics, a decisive
factor for an accurate comparison [46]–[48]. Despite acknowledging the im-
portance of the PEC characteristics, the work in [49] only includes a variety of
constant efficiency values when quantifying the effect of the converter charac-
teristic. Studies which acknowledge the load dependency are, e.g., [11], [14],
[50], where the presented efficiency curves only include part of the PEC’s load-
ing range and thus make it unclear how the partial loading range is treated.
Using constant efficiency or neglecting the entire operating range leads to in-
accurate results. Examples of varying efficiency characteristics and their effect
on system performance are examined in [48], [49], [51]. However, these studies
only present the effect on a single day’s performance [48], [51] or the effect of
various constant efficiency values [49]. While the referred studies leave room
for improvement, they demonstrate the need for proper PEC modelling for a
fair and accurate comparison.

In addition to constant efficiency, another gap is the access and usage of
data profiles (PV and load) [13]. Several of the previous studies use synthetic
profiles for the full-year comparison, and these are either based on average
profiles [11], [42], [48], [49] or modelled using building and occupant-specific
factors [14]. Averaging data leaves out peaks and dynamic variations while
modelling synthetic data using performance indexes, e.g., internal heat dissi-
pation (W/person or appliance) and ventilation flow rates (l/s), often resulting
in repetitive profiles that may not reflect actual behaviour. Another vital as-
pect is the data period, where comparisons based on a single day’s operation
[48], [50], [52] neglect the influence of seasonal variations and thus do not
capture the annual performance [53], [54]. With these arguments, an accurate
comparison requires full-year, measured PV and load demand data.

Furthermore, other studies [11], [13] identify the need for detailed modelling
of the battery system losses and dynamic load behaviour, which previous
important works, e.g. [11], [42], [55] lack.

A modular GC converter design for partial-load reduction is one measure to
reduce the loss contribution as suggested in [46], [47]. Several works exist on
modular converter design. The work in [56] uses a genetic algorithm efficiency
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optimisation for current sharing among three parallel DC/DC converters in
a low-voltage DC application. The work in [57] compares linear droop oper-
ation for an islanded micro grid with an improved primary regulation using
non-linear droop control. Other parallel converters load-sharing examples
in DC micro grids are [58], [59], focusing on the converters’ interplay and
power qualities. The work in [60] applies hierarchical control management on
parallel-operated DC/DC converters in a hardware-in-the-loop simulation on
four converters to demonstrate the potential system improvements. However,
to the best of the author’s knowledge, studies of modular converter operation
are lacking in applied cases of DC distribution systems targeting the GC’s
operation, including the effect of varying loading conditions and a quantified
performance gain. A related approach for loss minimisation is presented in
[52], where the energy management system chooses the operation mode with
the lowest losses. Real-time monitoring of the PV supply load demand and
battery status dictate the power flows. However, it is not described how the
PEC losses are accounted for, which are essential aspects of the loss analysis.

Table A.1 gives an overview of related journal publications on DC energy
savings in buildings concerning PEC and battery efficiencies (load-dependant
(f(s)) or fixed), data profiles (synthetic or measured), inclusion of DC sources
(PV and battery), and studied period (single day(s) or annual operation).
The last row in the table relates Papers III–V and the unpublished work for
the office buildings included in this thesis to these previous efforts.

Residential Battery System Modelling
The work in [61] performs a battery storage size determination for a PV and
battery system and acknowledges the limitation of using a constant round trip
efficiency, concluding that a dynamic approach is preferred in future studies.
The work in [23] acknowledges the non-linear power-dependent characteristic
but still uses a constant round trip efficiency for their profitability study. De-
spite the comprehensive techno-economic assessment in [62], the authors use
a constant round trip characteristic. The works in [25], [63] use the battery’s
voltage and state-of-charge (SOC), but it is not clear whether they consider
the battery’s cell losses. A detailed loss analysis of twelve PV and battery sys-
tems in a laboratory setup is presented in [64]. The measurements include a
single sample day extracted from synthetic data and scaled to full-year opera-
tion. Results include efficiency curves for different power conversion pathways
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and conclude that the dominating losses originate from the PECs and empha-
sise the effect of partial load operation. However, the referred work treats the
internal battery losses with a constant round trip efficiency value. The work
in [65] lists previous works on PV and battery systems and concludes that
the majority use constant values to represent the battery system’s (cells and
converter) efficiency, e.g., [66]–[68]. The work in [65] identifies studies which
acknowledge the load-dependency and model the efficiency characteristics of
the PEC, e.g., [69]–[72]. However, the referred studies, including [65], treat
the battery internal losses using a constant round trip efficiency.

A critical research gap is the need for studies accounting for the effect of
the battery system’s partial load operation, considering the load-dependent
efficiency characteristics from both the PEC and battery cells and their impact
on the system’s performance. Another area for improvement in the literature
is the limited data sheet descriptions. Often, a single resistance value is given,
sometimes with a frequency where this value is valid, and sometimes not. So,
an essential question is: How valid is such a value for loss representations?

Airport Micro Grid Modelling
The work in [73] reviewed the concept and potential for micro grids and ac-
knowledged that the airport’s cross-sector coupling could benefit from a micro
grid implementation. The refereed study also concludes that airports are the
least explored transport-related sector addressing the micro grid concept and
the electrification challenge. The works in [74], [75] also acknowledge the
need for airport micro grid studies. In [74], the effect of vehicle-to-grid (V2G)
and EA charging strategies are studied for an airport micro grid with PV
and hydrogen storage. The work in [39] uses a mixed integer linear program-
ming (MILP) optimisation to compare the techno-economic performance of
five airport energy configuration systems, including combinations of PV, bat-
tery energy storage system (BESS) and hydrogen storage. The study excludes
EA but concludes that cost and emission savings are achieved when imple-
menting PV and storage by reducing electricity from the grid. In [76], a
modified MILP is used to evaluate an airport micro grid’s techno-economic
potential with PV, BESS and a backup diesel generator. Similar to [39], [76],
the work in [77] uses a MILP based on life cycle theory to evaluate an airport’s
techno-economic feasibility and resilience, excluding the electricity usage at
the terminals. Typical for the reviewed studies on airport micro grid operation
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is using a single-objective storage (BESS and hydrogen) dispatch to maximise
SC [39], [74]. The work in [78] models the optimal airport battery sizing
to support EA charging (single-objective) and acknowledges the potential of
revenue-stacking operation. Examples of operational shortcomings of BESS
single-objective operation are shown through simulations in [79], highlighting
the poorly managed operation when relying solely on PV surplus. As iden-
tified in [80]–[83], single-objective operation limits the BESS’s full potential,
thus leaving out technical and economic possibilities.

Missing from the available literature on airport micro grid studies are works
considering the combined and multi-facilitated energy infrastructure, includ-
ing EA and EV charging, PV generation and BESS. Works including BESS
typically use single-objective operations and thus limit the full BESS poten-
tial. This work targets the identified research gaps with the following specific
contributions:

i) holistic airport micro grid modelling, including EA, EV, PV and BESS,

ii) exploring the techno-economic effect of varying BESS operations and

iii) presenting a novel revenue-stacking multi-objective (MO) battery dis-
patch operation.

1.4 Contributions
The believed to be novel contributions from this work—with reference to the
included paper—are:

1. Quantified discrepancy when using constant and load-dependent power
electronic converter efficiencies in building loss analysis [Papers III and IV],

2. Determining the effect on DC loss savings from PV and load correlation
[Papers IV and V],

3. Novel methods for grid-tied converter partial-load elimination [Paper V],

4. Quantified loss discrepancies of three battery system loss representations
and their effect on the system’s performance [Paper I],

5. Derived experimentally supported battery cell and power electronic loss
models [Paper II],
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6. Quantified techno-economic effect from various battery dispatch opera-
tions for an airport micro grid energy system [Paper II], and

7. Novel revenue-stacking MO battery dispatch for combined SC and peak
shaving operation [Paper II],

8. Quantified effect of module operating temperature on various PV system
types and installations from field evaluation [Paper VI],

9. Empirically verified effect of battery single-objective operation in a North-
ern climate, and quantified enhancement of self-consumption and self-
sufficiency [Paper VII].
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CHAPTER 2

Theoretical Framework

This chapter introduces the theoretical framework for the battery (losses and
current–voltage characteristics), the techno-economic evaluation indexes and
the building’s electrical losses.

2.1 Battery Model
An equivalent battery circuit model is shown in Fig. 2.1 for n number of
parallel RC links. This model is typically used when studying a fraction-of-a-
second temporal resolution [84], [85]. In this work, a simplified circuit model is
used, neglecting the series inductance (L) and the parallel-connected resistance
and capacitor elements (RC) since the temporal resolution of the available
data is coarse enough to be represented by full polarisation [47]. Figure 2.2
shows the resulting Rint battery circuit model [86] used in this work. This
model consists of an ideal voltage source to represent the open-circuit voltage
(OCV), uOCV, and a series resistance, R, which describes the cell’s internal
ohmic resistance. The cell’s terminal voltage, ucell, is approximated as [87]

ucell(t) = uOCV(SOC) + icell(t)R (2.1)
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icell(t) L R0

R1
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−
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Figure 2.1: Principle design of an equivalent battery circuit with inductance, L,
series resistance, R0, and n parallel circuits with resistance, R, and
capacitance, C.

uOCV(t)

R icell(t)

ucell(t)

+

−

Figure 2.2: Simplified equivalent battery circuit model.

where icell is the battery cell’s current. The representation in (2.1) neglects
the hysteresis and voltage measurement noise. In case of m parallel connected
strings (mstrings) and an assumed cell uniformity, the cell current in (2.1) is
calculated as

icell(t) = pbatt(t)
ubatt(t)

1
mstrings

(2.2)

where pbatt and ubatt are the battery power and voltage, respectively. The
number of parallel strings, mstrings is calculated as

mstrings = Ebatt

Ubatt
nomQcell

mstrings ∈ N (2.3)

where Ebatt is the battery’s energy capacity, Ubatt
nom the nominal battery voltage,

and Qcell the cell capacity (in Ah). The battery energy capacity is given as

Ebatt = Ucell
nomncellQcellmstrings (2.4)
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where ncell is the number of series-connected cells. The scaling from battery
cell to pack level is done by first defining the nominal battery voltage, Ubatt

nom.
The required number of series-connected cells, ncell is then calculated from

ncell = Ubatt
nom

Ucell
nom

(2.5)

where Ucell
nom is the cells nominal operating voltage.

The battery’s operating voltage is determined by the OCV, which is a func-
tion of the battery’s state-of-charge (SOC). The battery’s SOC is a represen-
tation of the charge content and calculated as

SOC(t) = qbatt(t)
Qrated

batt
≡
∫
ibatt(t)dt
Qrated

batt
(2.6)

where qbatt(t) and Qrated
batt are the charge level and rated capacity, respectively.

Battery Loss Representation – Constant Ohmic Resistance

One way of representing the battery’s losses is to base them on the internal
resistance, R, and current [88]. Assuming that the total battery current, ibatt,
is divided equally on all parallel strings, the power loss as a function of the
cell current, is calculated as

pR0
loss(t) = R0icell(t)2ncellmstrings (2.7)

where, R0 is the cell’s constant internal resistance and ncell the number of
series-connected cells per string. With this approach, the battery’s ohmic
losses, pR0

loss are related to the current.

Battery Loss Representation – Dynamic Resistance

A battery has an internal resistance dependency as a function of its current
[89], [90]. For this representation, the current-dependent resistance is found
through the voltage–current ratios at different charge and discharge rates (C-
rates), making it possible to establish the internal resistance variation per
cell as a function of current. The current-dependent resistance, r(icell), is
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calculated using the following relation

r(icell) = uch
cell(icell) − udis

cell(icell)
2icell(t)

(2.8)

where uch
cell(icell) and udis

cell(icell) are the charge and discharge voltages respec-
tively at a certain SOC level for the current icell. The cell losses are then
calculated using (2.7) and considering the variation in the internal resistance
as a function of current as

p
r(icell)
loss (t) = r(icell)icell(t)2ncellmstrings. (2.9)

Using (2.9), the loss determination utilises the fact that the loss varies with
the current squared and the current-dependant resistance from (2.8).

Battery Loss Representation – Round Trip Efficiency

A fixed round trip efficiency is commonly used in the applied building energy
genre. Examples of this are presented in technical studies of solar photovoltaic
and battery systems [91]–[93]. Here follows a brief definition of these relations.

Constant charge and discharge efficiency’s, ηch and ηdis respectively are
defined in [94], [95] as

ηch(t) = ∆Q(t)
Qch(t) (2.10)

ηdis(t) = Qdis(t)
∆Q(t) (2.11)

where ∆Q(t) is the change in battery energy capacity, and Qch(t) and Qdis(t)
the charged and discharged energies, respectively. The round trip efficiency,
ηRT, without considering any throughput dependency, is then defined from
(2.10) and (2.11) as

ηRT = ηdis × ηch ≡ Qdis

Qch
. (2.12)

The battery losses using a constant round trip efficiency and identical start
and end SOCs, are given as the difference in charge and discharge energies as

Efixed
loss =

∫ T

0
pch

batt(t)dt−
∫ T

0
pdis

batt(t)dt. (2.13)
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Battery Degradation

Battery ageing consists of calendar and cycle ageing, where the former depends
on time, temperature and SOC, and the latter also on the operation, e.g., the
number of equivalent cycles, depth of discharge (DoD) and C-rate [96].

Based on the power law equation introduced in [97], the work in [98] de-
veloped a cycle degradation model for a graphite-LiFePO4 battery cell. The
model considers the operating temperature, time, depth of discharge (DoD)
and discharge rate to calculate the cell’s capacity fade. Derived from the
power law equation, the work in [98] replace the time dependency for capacity
throughput (Ah) and define the capacity loss (qloss(t)) as

qloss(t) = B exp
( −Ea

RgT(K)

)
Ah(t)z (2.14)

where Rg is the gas constant, T(K) is the absolute temperature, and z is the
power law factor. The pre-exponential factor, B, and the activation energy, Ea,
are parameterized from experimental tests for different C-rates and operating
temperatures in [98]. The capacity throughput (Ah) is calculated as

Ah(t) = n(t) · DoD · Qcell (2.15)

where n(t) is the cycle number.

2.2 Economic Performance Indexes
For grid-connected buildings with decentralised energy generation, the net
electricity bill, Cnet(t), is calculated as,

Cnet(t) = Csellesell(t) − Cbuyebuy(t) (2.16)

where Csell and Cbuy are the revenue from sold and price of bought electricity,
respectively, and esell(t) and ebuy(t) the hourly energy quantities.

The payback period (PBP) measures the time to recoup an initial invest-
ment cost (IC) via the generated cash flows. In its simplest form, PBP is
calculated as,

PBP = IC

CF (2.17)
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where CF is the net cash flow, and without considering of the time value of
money.

The Life-Cycle Cost (LCC) is calculated from the investment cost and the
present worth value of the operational costs (OC) as

LCC = IC + UPV × OC. (2.18)

The Uniform Present Value (UPV), for N years of equal cash flows and with
a discount rate, r, is calculated as [99]

UPV = (1 + r)N − 1
r(1 + r)N

. (2.19)

The product UPV×OC gives the Lifetime Operating Cost (LOC) for N years
with a discount rate r.

The battery degradation, qloss(t) from (2.14), impose a cost of battery usage
calculated from the initial investment (Ibatt

C ) as [100], [101]

Cdeg = Ibatt
C

∫ T

qloss(t)dt t ∈ T. (2.20)

This approach is commonly used in the literature, e.g., [102], [103], with a
constant Cdeg throughout the BESS life time.

2.3 Self-consumption and Self-sufficiency

The quantity of self-consumed electricity from PV generation (M(t)) is defined
as [104]

M(t) = min [L(t);P (t) + S(t)] (2.21)

where L(t) is the load demand, P (t) is the PV generation, and S(t) the battery
charge and discharge powers1. Integrating (2.21) over time, T , gives the SC
share as

ϑSC =
∫ T M(t)

P (t) dt. (2.22)

1S(t) is defined positive for discharge.
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The definition in (2.22) is true if there is no interaction between the battery
and the grid. If the battery is allowed to interact with the grid, (2.22) expands
to [105]

ϑ⋆
SC =

∫ T M(t) −B(t)
P (t) dt (2.23)

where B(t) is the grid charging energy. The SS is calculated from (2.22) and
(2.23) by replacing PV generation with the load demand in the denominators.

2.4 Building Electrical Loss Modelling
Losses in an electrical system occur in the cable power transfer (conduction)
and through conversions between voltage levels and different states, that is,
inversion (DC/AC) or rectification (AC/DC).

Cable Conduction
For a power demand pload, the cable conduction losses (ploss

cond) can be expressed
using the following relation:

ploss
cond(t) = iload(t)2Rc =

(
pload(t)
uload(t)

)2
Rc (2.24)

where iload is the load current and Rc the cable resistance as

Rc = ρ
L

A
(2.25)

where ρ is the resistivity of the cable material, L is the length of the cable,
and A is the cable cross-section area [47]. The thermal limitations set the
latter, and in [106] determined as a function of maximum current as,

A = max
t∈T

(iload(t)) . (2.26)

Voltage Conversion
Few loads operate directly on the incoming 230/110 AC voltage, and conver-
sion between voltage levels, and AC/DC is performed in different ways. For
smaller loads, a so-called power factor correction (PFC) circuit is typically
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used that consists of a diode bridge rectifier followed by a boost converter
step. The large-load AC/DC rectifiers can either be a PFC circuit or a three-
phase transistor rectifier. The conversion efficiency is calculated using the
ratio of input and output powers as

ηconv(t) = pout(t)
pin(t) (2.27)

where the inputs and outputs can be either AC or DC at different voltage
levels. The corresponding conversion losses are calculated as

pconv(t) = (1 − ηconv(t)) pload(t) (2.28)

where pload(t) is the converter power throughput, including load demand and
converter losses.

2.5 PV System Performance Indexes
There are several indexes to assess the field performance of a PV system.
Two examples are the total and specific energy yields, where the former is the
aggregated energy output, and the latter is defined as the energy output over
the installed rated power as [107]

Es =
∫ T

p(t)dt
Pr

(2.29)

where p(t) is the measured power output and Pr the rated array power. The
total and specific yields are applicable for comparing and evaluating systems at
the exact location, experiencing the same external conditions [108]. Another
index is the Performance Ratio (PR)—identified as a key parameter for PV
system evaluation [109]—and better captures the external conditions, e.g.,
irradiance, and enables a comparison of systems regardless of location. The
PR also quantifies the system’s total losses [110]. In its simplest form, the
PR is defined from the measured to expected energy output ratio, where the
latter is based on the system nameplate rating. In [111], PR is defined as

PRi(t) = yf (t)
yr(t) (2.30)
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where yf (t) and yr(t) are defined as

yf (t) = ei
out
Pi

r

(2.31)

yr(t) = H(t)
Gref

(2.32)

where ei
out is the measured energy output, Pi

r the array’s rated power, H(t)
the measured solar irradiance in the module’s plane, and Gref the reference
irradiance. In [112], Gref is set to 1000 W/m2 to represent the irradiance level
at STC. Using (2.30) gives the relation between the measured and theoretical
output and the index can be evaluated for a defined period. However, (2.30)
lack the compensation for elevated temperature operation and its effect on the
performance [113]. In [113], a compensation term is introduced to account for
the difference between module and STC reference temperature (25◦C). This
term, PRSTC, is defined in [113] as

PRSTC(t) = yf (t)
yr(t)

1
cSTC

k (t)
(2.33)

where the compensation term, cSTC
k , is given as

cSTC
k (t) = (1 + δ (tm(t) − 25)) (2.34)

with δ as the module’s temperature coefficient and tm the measured mod-
ule temperature. Another alternative to (2.34) is the weather–corrected PR
defined as

PRcorr(t) = yf (t)
yr(t)

1
ccorr

k (t) (2.35)

where ccorr
k is given as [114]

ccorr
k (t) = (1 + δ (tm(t) − Tavg

m )) (2.36)

where Tavg
m is the irradiance–weighted average annual module temperature,

calculated as
Tavg

m =
∑
H(t)tm(t)∑
H(t) . (2.37)
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Since the module temperature is weighted against the irradiance, night-time
values (with zero irradiance) are discarded from the evaluation. The reason for
using (2.33) and (2.35) is to reduce the seasonal variations that are otherwise
observed when the PR is calculated from (2.30).

To quantify the effect of the elevated temperature on the energy output, the
temperature correction terms from (2.34) and (2.36) are used to compensate
for the measured power output [115] as

pSTC(t) =
∫ T

p(t) 1
(1 + δ (tm(t) − 25))dt (2.38)

pcorr(t) =
∫ T

p(t) 1
(1 + δ (tm(t) − Tavg

m ))dt. (2.39)

2.6 Parameter Correlation
Different correlation indexes—analytical [116], [117] or numerical [118], [119]—
can be used to quantify the match between PV generation and load demand.

The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (rs) computes the statistical de-
pendence between the rankings of two variables. Unlike Pearson’s correlation—
assessing the linear relation—Spearman’s correlation assesses the monotonic
correlation, defined as

rs = 1 − 6
∑

d2
i

n(n2 − 1) (2.40)

where n is the number of observations and d2
i the difference between two ranks

of each observation, calculated as

d2
i = R(Xi) − R(Yi). (2.41)

The correlation using (2.40) ranges from perfectly negative (−1) and positive
(+1) correlations, with 0 meaning no correlation.
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CHAPTER 3

Case Setup

This chapter presents the case setup for the buildings used in this work. Pa-
pers I, III and V use the case from Section 3.1, Paper IV the simulated data
from Section 3.2, and the unpublished work use the case from Section 3.3
for the office assessment of AC vs DC performance. In Section 3.4, the PV
and load correlations are examined. Paper II uses the airport load demand
described in Section 3.5. Section 3.6 presents the measurement setup and the
results from the efficiency characterisation of the DC converters.

3.1 Single-family Residential Building – RISE
Research Villa

RISE’s Research Villa (Fig. 3.1) is a single-family residential building lo-
cated in Sweden, with space heating and domestic hot water (DHW) gen-
eration using a ground-source heat pump (GSHP). Fourteen PV panels (each
of 260 kWp) are installed at a 45◦ tilt angle due south to help achieve a primary
energy consumption of 60 kWh/m2/a. Blueprints and more detailed informa-
tion about the building can be found in [47]. The PV and load demand data
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Figure 3.1: RISE Research Villa in Borås, Sweden.

is acquired with a 15-minute temporal resolution.
Individual measurements were obtained for the following appliances: GSHP,

ventilation, water pumps, and PV generation. As there were no individual
measurements of the other appliances, synthetic profiles for lighting and other
appliances were created and used with the measured profiles. The works in
[120], [121] were used as inspiration for the load profiles of the white goods.
A comparison was made with the measured aggregated profile to verify the
magnitude and time distribution to verify the synthetic profiles.

In a study on the battery size’s effect on self-consumption and self-sufficiency
it was concluded that additional SC gains were limited for sizes beyond 7.5 kWh
[105]. Thus, this size is used for case-studies of the Research Villa if nothing
else is stated.

3.2 Single-family Residential Building – Simulated
Data

To examine the effect of geographical location on the DC savings potential,
load demand and PV generation data are modelled for two locations: Borås,
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Sweden and Phoenix, USA, which have two different load and generation (PV)
characteristics. The first location has a poor correlation between PV gener-
ation and load demand, while the second location has a better correlation.
Both cases are for a single-family residential building.

The building energy load demands are obtained from simulations using the
IDA Indoor Climate and Energy (IDA ICE) software. The model from [122]
is modified to represent a conventional Swedish single-family house with an
average U-value of 0.26 W/m2/K. For Borås and Phoenix, the energy demand
from household appliances, e.g. TV, cooking, cleaning and DHW usage, is
assumed equal. The load for household appliances and DHW production were
specified to 30 kWh/m2 and 25 kWh/m2 per year, respectively [123]. Thus,
the difference in energy demand in space and time comes from the HVAC.

The HVAC usage depends on the system type, operation, and control. In the
Swedish case, a GSHP with an electrical backup heater provides space heating
and DHW. The GSHP has a rated capacity of 8.4 kW, and the modelling is
done to keep the indoor temperature ≥21◦C during the heating season.

For Phoenix, the DHW is generated from a water heater using a resistive
element, and space heating is provided by a gas-fired furnace with negligi-
ble electricity usage. For cooling and ventilation, a centralised all-air HVAC
system is used [124].

The System Advisor Model (SAM) [125] was used to acquire the PV gen-
eration profiles using the array size from Section 3.1. The PV orientation
was optimised for maximised annual yield by adjusting the tilt angles: 41◦

for Borås and 28◦ for Phoenix [126]. Table 3.1 summarises the annual energy
demand and PV generation for the simulated residential buildings in Borås
and Phoenix.

Table 3.1: Annual energy demand and PV generation (both in AC quantities) from
the simulated residential buildings in Borås, Sweden and Phoenix, USA.

Borås, Sweden Phoenix, USA
Load demand [kWh/a] 10744 11946
PV generation [kWh/a] 3583 7077
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Table 3.2: Office building specifications.

Heating/cooling system GSHP and district heating
Area 11171 m2

PV array peak power 69.8 kWp

3.3 Office Building – Simulated Data
An office building is modelled using the IDA ICE software. Table 3.2 shows
the buildings specifications. The office has a 69.8 kWp roof-mounted PV array
with panels mounted at 15◦ tilt angle due south-southwest (200◦ azimuth
angle). Figure 3.2 shows the office building and the placements of the PV
modules. The heating and cooling system operates to maintain 21◦C indoor

Figure 3.2: Office building and the placements of the PV modules.

temperature. The heat pump uses the latent capacity from the boreholes for
cooling. The occupancy, and thus, the demand from user appliances and the
latent heat dissipation (from the metabolism), is modelled from a pre-defined
attendance schedule.

The office is modelled at three locations and selected based on the Köppen-
Geiger climate classification [127]; see Table 3.3. Typical Meteorological Years
(TMY) weather data for the locations are retrieved from [128]. The annual
load demands and PV yields are shown in Table 3.4. The PV-to-load share
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Table 3.3: Köppen-Geiger climate classification for the simulated office buildings.

Location Köppen-Geiger climate class [127]
Gothenburg, Sweden Cfb: Oceanic climate
Denver, USA BSk: Cold semi-arid
Phoenix, USA BWh: Hot desert

Table 3.4: Office building annual electrical load demands, PV yield and PV-to-load
share (rPV) for the three locations.

Parameter Gothenburg Denver Phoenix
Load demand [MWh] 307 301 326
Peak load [kW] 130 123 148
PV yield [MWh] 50 91 104
PV-to-load share, rPV [%] 16 30 32

(rPV) is defined as the PV yield (EPV) to load demand (Eload) ratio as,

rPV = EPV

Eload
. (3.1)

For the same PV size, the PV yields differ between the sites (+108% between
Gothenburg and Phoenix), primarily because of the difference in annual solar
irradiance, but also because of the more favourable PV tilt1 in Phoenix [126].

3.4 PV and Load Correlation
Figure 3.3 shows the normalised weekly mean powers for the load demand and
PV generation for the residential and office buildings outlined in Sections 3.1–
3.3. The Swedish cases (Figs. 3.3a–3.3c) show a clear seasonal miss-correlation
between PV and load demand. The seasonal effect on load demand is due to
the dependence on electrical heating, while the PV’s dependency comes from
the geographical location and difference in irradiance. In contrast, the US
cases (Figs. 3.3d–3.3f) show less seasonal variations in load demand and PV
generation. The correlations are quantified with Spearman’s rank correla-

1The PV tilt is set by the roof inclination and thus equal for all locations.
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Figure 3.3: Normalised weekly mean PV generation and load demand for: (a)
RISE Research Villa, (b) office building in Gothenburg, Sweden, (c)
single-family residential building in Borås, Sweden, (d) office building
in Denver, US, (e) single-family building in Phoenix, US, and (f) office
in Phoenix, US.
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Table 3.5: Spearman’s rank correlation between load demand and PV generation
for the residential and office buildings.

Case rs [–]
RISE Research Villa, Borås −0.36
Single-family building, Borås (simulated) −0.44a

Single-family building, Phoenix (simulated) 0.04a

Office building, Gothenburg 0.36
Office building, Denver 0.56
Office building, Phoenix 0.71
a In [Paper IV], Pearson’s correlation coefficient (ρ = −0.31 and ρ = −0.18 for Borås and
Phoenix, respectively) was used but Spearman better assess monotonic correlations, and
thus used in this work.

tion (rs) using (2.40) and shown in Table 3.5 for each case. The negative
correlations for the measured and simulated profiles in Borås come from the
general seasonal miss-correlation in demand (see Figs. 3.3a and 3.3c) and the
demand from the user appliances. The latter peaks outside office hours and,
thus, poorly correlates to the available PV generation. The correlation for
the residential building in Phoenix improves from the Borås cases because of
the cooling demand (rs = 0.36 for only cooling). In contrast, the load and
PV correlations for the office buildings are better than the residential cases.
The improved correlations are due to the coincidence of working hours and
available PV from the south-facing arrays.

3.5 Visby Airport
Located in Gotland (Sweden), the only competing transportation to mainland
Sweden and neighbouring countries is via ferry. In 2019, before the Covid
pandemic, the airport had more than 8000 arriving passengers.

The hourly load demand from 2018 is acquired from measured data and
denoted as ’Business As Usual’ (BAU) for this work, and Fig. 3.4 shows the
recorded daily mean power. A seasonal variation in load demand and poten-
tial PV generation is evident. An apparent seasonal variation is present as
the electricity demand is dominated by (electric) heating. The seasonal load
demand and PV availability have a negative correlation, meaning that PV’s
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Figure 3.4: Recorded daily mean power from the airports ’Busniess As Usual’ op-
eration in 2018.

ability to aid the increased energy and power demands varies throughout the
year.

3.6 Converter Characterisation
Accurate converter loss modelling requires performance characterisation over
the entire (power) operating range. The converter performance found in the
literature, e.g., [42], [45], [129]–[132], varies considerably. Due to this dis-
crepancy, laboratory measurements were made on three PECs to model the
efficiency characteristics accurately. These included:

i) 14 kVA transformerless bidirectional grid-tied converter (GC) with a
neutral-point-clamped topology,

ii) 6 kW transformerless bidirectional (DC/DC) buck-boost converter with
two interleaved legs, and

iii) 6 kW transformerless unidirectional boost (DC/DC) converter with two
interleaved legs.

The bidirectional converter is located between the AC grid and the DC main
link voltage; the bidirectional DC/DC converter at the battery; and the uni-
directional DC/DC converter at the PV array2. Table C.1 shows the technical
specifications of the measured converters.

2See Fig.4.2 for a layout of the DC distribution topology.
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3.6 Converter Characterisation

Figure 3.5a depicts the layout for the efficiency measurements, with the
symbols ’A’, ’W’, and ’V’ show measurement points for current, power and
voltage, respectively. A Norma D6100A power analyser was used for the bat-
tery, PV converter, and the GC’s AC side, while the DC side of the GC was
measured with a Yokogawa WT1600. Figure 3.5b shows the measurement
setup with the solar emulator, power analyser, battery module, battery man-
agement system (BMS), and converter.

Figure C.1 shows the measurement points (markers) and curve-fitted effi-
ciency characteristics. The curve fit is done to the polynomial as

ηfit
conv(s) = k1s

2 + k2s+ k3

s2 +m1s+m2
(3.2)

where s is the converter loading, as a percentage of rated power, the curve-fit
constants (k and m) are presented in Table C.2. The bidirectional DC/DC
converter was measured for charge and discharge. The difference in perfor-
mance between charge and discharge comes from the converter topology, with
discharge using a buck combination of semiconductors and charge through a
boost combination of the semiconductors. The results show that the assump-
tion of fixed efficiency might be sufficient under loading >20% but greatly
overestimates the performance for points below that.
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Figure 3.5: Measurement setup for the efficiency characterisation of the DC con-
verters. Principle measurement scheme (a) and actual installation (b)
with the solar emulator, power analyser, battery module, battery man-
agement system (BMS) and converter.
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CHAPTER 4

AC vs DC Building Distribution: Effect from PV and
Battery, and Supply–Demand Correlation

This chapter is based on Papers III–V and the unpublished material for the
office buildings, evaluating the techno-economic performance of AC and DC
building distribution. Papers III–V assess the performance of a single-family
residential building (cases from Sections 3.1 and 3.2) and the unpublished
material uses the office case outlined in Section 3.3. The analysis includes
electrical loss modelling—considering the power electronic converter and cable
conduction losses—and an economic assessment of the LCC. Two methods are
also proposed (from Paper V) to enhance the DC distribution performance by
eliminating the grid-tied converter’s (GC’s) partial-load operation.

4.1 Methodology
In urban areas with access to the electrical grid, AC power is the primary
source of electricity in buildings. Figure 4.1 illustrates a typical AC con-
figuration for a residential building with PV and battery storage connected
through the main AC link (AC-coupled). The loads are divided into ’big’ and
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Figure 1. Modelled AC distribution topology with an AC coupled PV and battery systems.

where the PV array’s and the battery storage’s AC/DC efficiencies, ηAC
pv (s) and ηAC

batt(s), 133

respectively, are functions of loading, s, and ηAC/DC and ηDC/DC are load-specific conver- 134

sions. 135

In Figure 1, the PV and battery connect through the main AC link (AC-coupled). An 136

alternative method, in which the PV or battery connect to the primary DC link, is outlined 137

in [29]. Here it is important to point out that this configuration brings some impracticality, 138

such as a varying DC voltage level. The DC coupling complicates the charge control of the 139

battery and adds costs for the other conversion units since they have to be designed for a 140

substantially varying voltage level. Accordingly, this solution has been omitted for further 141

investigations in this article. 142

2.2. Electrical Losses in Buildings 143

Losses in an electrical system occur in the cable’s power transfer (conduction) and
through conversions between voltage levels and between different states, i.e., inversion
(DC/AC) or rectification (AC/DC). The relation between power, current, and voltage is

p(t) = i(t)u(t) (2)

where p(t) is the power, u(t) the branch voltage and i(t) the current. 144

2.2.1. Cable Conduction Losses 145

For a power demand pload, the conduction losses, ploss
cond, in the cable can be expressed

using the following relation

ploss
cond(t) = iload(t)2R =

( pload(t)
uload(t)

)2
R (3)

where iload is the load current and R the cable resistance. For a DC topology, u(t) and
i(t) are equal to uDC(t) and iDC(t). For the AC topology, cos(ϕ) = 1 is assumed and u(t)
and i(t) are equal to uRMS and iRMS respectively. Also, harmonics are neglected which,
together with the cos(ϕ) assumption, underestimates the losses for the AC system. The
cable resistance, R, in (3) is given as

R = ρ
L
A

(4)

where ρ is the resistivity of the cable material, L is the length of the cable, and A is the 146

cable’s cross-section area [10]. The minimum cable area is chosen with consideration of the 147

thermal limitations. The necessary cable cross-section area for a building is found in the 148

IEC 60228 standard [30], as in Table 1. The table also specifies the cable resistance per meter 149

length, using (4). 150

Figure 4.1: Modelled AC distribution topology with AC-coupled PV and bat-
tery system.

’small’ based on their rated powers, and it is assumed that these are met using
DC power in the final stage. The small loads require two conversion steps [49]:
rectification (AC/DC) and then DC/DC conversion, where the galvanic isola-
tion is realised in the second stage. A power flow path from PV energy, ppv,
to the load (pload) through intermediate battery storing reveals that several
conversion steps are needed,

pload(t) = ppv(t)ηAC
pv (s)ηAC

batt(s)2ηAC/DCηDC/DC (4.1)

where the PV and battery AC/DC efficiencies, ηAC
pv (s) and ηAC

batt(s), respec-
tively, are functions of loading (s); and ηAC/DC and ηDC/DC are load-specific
conversions.

Figure 4.2 shows an example of a DC topology for a residential building
with separate DC voltage levels for ’big’ and ’small’ loads. The larger loads
operate directly via the main DC bus, and the smaller via a DC/DC converter.
The proposed DC topology is commonly found in related studies [133] and
effectively integrates the PV array, energy storage, and loads at a common
side [134]. Unlike the AC topology, the DC topology includes a three-phase
bi-directional GC that links the AC grid and the main DC bus. The main DC
link voltage is set to 380 VDC per previous conclusions on suitable DC levels
[133], and all big loads operate directly on this voltage level.

The DC topology allows more efficient use of the PV energy because of
the reduced conversion losses. Using the power flow example from (4.1), the
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Figure 2. Daily load demand and PV generation from the residential building.

3.2. Proposed DC System Topology with PV & Battery System 173

Figure 3 shows an example of a DC topology for a residential house with two DC 174

voltage levels for larger (”big”) and smaller (”small”) loads2. The larger loads are operated 175

directly from the main DC bus, and the smaller loads are fed via a DC/DC converter. The 176

studied typology determines the distribution voltage, i.e., 230 VAC or 380/20 VDC for 177

the AC and DC, respectively. This study is made for a grid-tied building; a bidirectional 178

AC/DC converter is needed for grid interaction.
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Figure 3. Modelled DC distribution topology with individual converters for the PV and battery
systems. Loads are separated as ”BIG” and ”SMALL” depending on their rated powers and the m
smaller loads are supplied by 20 VDC via a galvanic isolated DC/DC converters.

179

The DC topology allows for more efficient use of the energy generated by the PV
system, compared to the AC topology in Figure 1, because the DC/DC conversion is more
efficient than the AC/DC equivalent. Using the same power flow example as in (1), the
equivalent conversion steps reduces from five to four;

pload(t) = ppv(t)ηDC
pv (s)ηDC

batt(s)
2ηDC/DC (7)

where the low-power DC/DC conversion (ηDC/DC) are equal for both the AC and DC 180

topology as seen by the dashed perimeters in Figures 1 and 3. 181

2 The loads are separated as ”big” and ”small” depending on their rated power.

Figure 4.2: Modelled DC distribution topology with individual converters for the
PV and battery system. Loads are distinguished as ’BIG’ and ’SMALL’
depending on their rated powers, where the m smaller loads are sup-
plied by 20 VDC via galvanic isolated DC/DC converters.

equivalent conversion steps could be reduced from five to four as

pload(t) = ppv(t)ηDC
pv (s)ηDC

batt(s)2ηDC/DC (4.2)

where the low-power DC/DC conversion (ηDC/DC) is equal for both the AC
and DC topologies, as indicated by the dashed perimeters in Figs 4.1 and 4.2.

Investigated System Topologies
In this work, four system topologies are presented, modelled and compared:

• AC—230 VAC with load-dependent efficiency.

Conventional system. See Fig. 4.1 for the system layout including PV
and battery system. Here, cable conduction losses occurred with the
230 VAC distribution.

• DC1—380 VDC with load-dependent efficiency.

Conduction losses with 380 VDC distribution. This voltage level was
chosen from the EMerge Alliance 380 VDC standard for data centre
power distribution [135]–[137] and the result of an expert assessment [12]
of suitable DC distribution levels.
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• DC2—380 VDC with constant converter efficiency.
To quantify the loss discrepancy with DC1, constant efficiency values
were used for all converters and the battery system. This represented
the approach used in previous works, e.g., [44], [49], [138].

• DC3—380 and 20 VDC with load-dependent efficiency.
A 20 VDC sub-voltage level is added to DC1 and DC2 to supply the
smaller loads and lighting through a central DC/DC converter1. Since
this ”Class A” voltage level is considered not to be dangerous for humans,
safety designs are substantially cheaper [140]. Additionally, this sub-
voltage level aligns with the supply voltage of the USB Type-C standard.

Table 4.1 outlines which topologies are included in Papers III–V and the
unpublished material from the office building.

Table 4.1: Modelled topologies per Papers III–V and the unpublished material (Un-
pub.) for the office building.

AC DC1 DC2 DC3

Paper III
Paper IV
Paper V
Unpub.

Building Loss Modelling
Cable Conduction Losses

The cable conduction losses are evaluated in [Paper III] for the case outlined in
Section 3.1. In the modelling, the feeder lengths from the house’s drawings2,
were used together with the distribution voltage, Udist, and (2.24)–(2.25).
The cable cross-section area from Table 4.2 was fixed for each appliance and
set according to the maximum current of one year’s operation in each cable
branch. For the lighting, it was assumed that the current to each room,
being the sum of the current to all active lamps, was fed through one cable

1See Fig. 1 in [139] for an example of such a system topology
2See Appendix A in [47].
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Table 4.2: Standardised cable cross-section area, A, per maximum current accord-
ing to IEC 60228 [106] and the corresponding resistance, Rc, per meter
from (2.25), using the resistivity of copper (ρ = 0.0171 Ωmm2/m).

Current [A] Cross-section [mm2] Resistance, Rc [Ω/m]
6 0.75 0.023
10 1.5 0.011
16 2.5 0.007
20 4 0.004

and then distributed to individual branches depending on the lighting layout
[47]. Each room consists of 2–11 LED lights at 7 W each. The model treats
individual room sockets similarly by distributing a common current to the
active socket(s) at each time step. In addition, stationary appliances have a
fixed feeder length, and conduction losses were calculated using (2.24)–(2.25).

The required cable cross-section area for a building is found in the IEC 60228
standard [106], as shown in Table 4.2, together with the cable resistance per
meter length, using (2.25).

Converter Losses

The AC and DC topologies operate with a fixed main link voltage, Udist;
230 VAC and 380 VDC, respectively. Therefore, the battery voltage requires
conversion to the desired voltage, with the losses calculated as

ploss,j
bc (t) =

(
1 − ηbatt,j

conv (s)
)
pbatt(t) j = AC ∨ DC (4.3)

where ηbatt,j
conv is the load-dependent efficiency and pbatt is the battery power.

In addition to the losses of the battery converter, the losses of the battery
cells are calculated using (2.9).

The losses of the PV converter3 are calculated from the gross yield (pgross
pv )

and the AC output as

pgross
pv (t) =

pAC
pv (t)
ηAC

pv (s) (4.4)

where ηAC
pv is the inverter efficiency as a function of loading. From the gross

3PV inverter for the AC topology.
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Table 4.3: PEC efficiency characteristics used for system topology modelling.

Efficiency
Case AC DC1 DC2 DC3

ηgrid
conv [%] 100 f(s) 97.6a f(s)
ηbatt,j

conv [%] f(s)b f(s)b 98.5a f(s)
ηj

pv [%] f(s)b f(s)b 98.3a f(s)
ηAC/DC [%] 97 100 100 100
ηDC/DC [%] 87 87 87 87

aPeak efficiency from PEC measurements.
bConstant efficiencies were used in Paper IV.

yield in (4.4), the losses are calculated as

ploss,j
pv (t) = pgross

pv (t)
(
1 − ηj

pv(s)
)

j = AC ∨ DC (4.5)

where the efficiency (ηj
pv) dependent on the modelled topology (AC ∨ DC).

In this work, all loads operate with DC in the final stage. The rectification
in the AC topology uses the appliances’ built-in load-side PEC(s) and the DC
topology via the bi-directional GC. The rectification losses for each topology
are calculated as

ploss,j
rect (t) =


M∑

m=1
(1 − ηAC/DC)pm

load(t), for j = AC (4.6)(
1 − ηgrid

conv(s)
)
pg(t), for j = DC (4.7)

where pm
load is the power to load m, ηgrid

conv the GC efficiency and pg the power
to/from the grid. In (4.6), the losses are summarised for all loads M assuming
a constant load-side H-bridge rectifier efficiency (ηAC/DC) of 97% [47].

A summary of the efficiency characteristics for the four cases (AC, DC1–
DC3) is given in Table 4.3. Here, f(s) denotes the load-dependant efficiency
(see Fig. C.1), and ηAC/DC and ηDC/DC are the load-side converter efficiencies.
Note that the last DC/DC conversion (ηDC/DC) for the low-power appliances
is present in both topologies; see dashed perimeter in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2. The
losses of the GC are calculated using load-dependent (DC1) and constant
(DC2) efficiency characteristics. The efficiency characteristics of the PV and
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battery converters in the AC case are extracted from the measurements (see
Fig. C.1) with a −1.5-percentage-point efficiency offset caused by an extra-
semiconductor crossing [47]. In the AC topology, the AC/DC conversion is
performed using an H-bridge (97% [47]) for each load-side converter and an
assumed binary operation (ON/OFF). In DC2, the peak efficiency values from
the respective measurements are used for the grid, battery, and PV converters.

Reduced GC Partial-Load Operation
Two measures are proposed to reduce the losses from the GC in the DC
topology: (i) battery dual-objective operation (DOO) and (ii) GC modular
design.

Battery Dual-Objective Operation for Converter Partial-Load Reduction

The battery DOO combines the SC dispatch (Fig. D.1) with an objective to
minimise the GC’s partial loading. The latter reduces the low-power import
and export operations through the converter using a rule-based charge and
discharge control with DoD = 100%. The rule-based control compares the
instantaneous net demand with a power threshold value, Ph

lim. The Ph
lim is

modelled as a share (β) as

Ph
lim = β × Pgrid

conv h = {β1, ..., βn}. (4.8)

where Pgrid
conv is calculated as,

Pgrid
conv = 400ψ

√
3 (4.9)

and set by the ampere rating (IRMS) of the building’s main fuse, ψ.
The battery DOO completes the reference battery operation from Paper III

with two additional conditions:

1. Suppose net demand is lower than Ph
lim. In that case, a check is made

whether the available charge content (or gap4) can meet the net demand
completely. If true, the battery uses full DoD to charge or discharge to
meet the net demand (P1). If this is false, the battery either charge or
discharge the extra amount so that the GC power equals Ph

lim (P2).
4Battery charge gap is defined as available storage capacity to 100% SOC.
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2. If the available charge content (or gap) can fully meet the net demand,
it charges or discharges so that the power through the converter is zero;
no grid interaction (P3). If this is false, the battery is not engaged for
partial load coverage and passes all net demand through the GC.

Figure 4.3 displays P1–P3 operations for β = 5%, eliminating GC partial-load
operation (grey area).
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Figure 4.3: Operating principle of battery DOO with β = 5% and demonstration
of P1–P3 operations to eliminate grid-tied converter (GC) partial-load
(grey area).

Modular Converter Design

A modular GC design is proposed to reduce partial-load operation and thus
enhance conversion efficiency. Two converters operate in a Master-Slave con-
figuration [141] at the tertiary control level [142]. Since this design only tar-
gets the converters’ load distribution, the battery dispatch remains the same
as the reference operation. Figure 4.4 depicts the proposed load distribution
(PLS), with Paux.,k

conv and Pmain,k
conv as the rated powers of the auxiliary and main

converter, respectively, calculated as

Paux.,k
conv = χkPgrid

conv (4.10)

Pmain,k
conv =

(
1 − χk

)
Pgrid

conv. (4.11)
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Figure 4.4: Load distribution flow chart for GC modular design.

where χk is the modelled modular design and with Pgrid
conv from (4.9). In

Fig. 4.4, pg is the GC power, with paux.,k
g and pmain,k

g for the auxiliary and
main converters, respectively.

The PLS performance is compared to an optimised load distribution using
a Genetic Algorithm (GA) loss minimisation. The GA’s objective function
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(4.12a) and constraints are expressed as

min
t ∈ T

T∑
ploss

aux.(t) + ploss
main(t) (4.12a)

s.t. paux.
g (t) + pmain

g (t) ≡ pg(t), (4.12b)
0 ≤ paux.

g (t) ≤ Paux.
conv, (4.12c)

0 ≤ pmain
g (t) ≤ Pmain

conv (4.12d)

where (4.12b) ensures load-sharing and (4.12c) and (4.12d) the PECs’ power
constraints. Figure 4.5 shows the efficiency characteristics for grid import
using the PLS and GA (both for χ = 15%) and the reference case with a
single-converter operation. The PLS offer significant efficiency improvements
at partial loading compared to the reference operation and performs similarly
to the GA.
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Figure 4.5: Efficiency characteristics for grid import with the PLS and GA (both
for χ = 15%), and single converter operation (Ref.). The colour-coding
follows the execution from Fig. 4.4.

To examine the effect of the combined operation of the battery DOO and
modular converter design, the DOO is applied to the sole operation of the
auxiliary converter (the grey area in Fig. 4.5), and the β condition restricts
the partial-load operation of the auxiliary converter. The analysis include
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scenarios, S, with varying β and χ operations as

S =

 σβ1χ1 · · · σβ1χn

...
. . .

...
σβnχ1 · · · σβnχn

 (4.13)

∀β = 1, . . . , 20% ∀χ = 2, . . . , 50%.

Table 4.4 summarises the rated powers of the PECs in Papers III–V and
the unpublished work for the office buildings. For all cases, the battery’s
converter is rated at 80% of the energy capacity (Ebatt). In Papers III and IV,
the rated power of the GC is defined from a pre-modelling calculation of the
maximum annual load power (pload) to ensure peak power coverage. Similarly,
for the office case analysis, the rated power considers the peak PV export.
For the PV converter in Paper IV, the rated power is scaled with rDC/AC
(1.25), thus reducing the peak power output and enhancing the efficiency of
the converter by shifting the operating points to higher loading. Related work
for a Swedish context [143] showed that the annual PV yield is marginally
affected by reducing peak output. For the other cases—Papers III and V, and
the office—the PV converter is rated based on the array’s peak power.

Table 4.4: Rated powers of the PECs for the studied cases.

Prated Paper III Paper IV Paper V Office (unpub.)
Pgrid

conv max
t∈T

[pload(t)] max
t∈T

[pload(t)] (4.9) max
t∈T

[pload(t);ppv(t)]
Pbatt 0.8Ebatt 0.8Ebatt 0.8Ebatt 0.8Ebatt

Ppv Prated
pv

Prated
pv

rDC/AC
Prated

pv Prated
pv

Techno-Economic System Performance Indexes

In addition to loss savings, the topologies are evaluated for PV utilisation
(κpv), which defines the useful PV energy, considering the losses of the PV
converter and battery storage (including battery cell losses). When battery
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charging is solely done via PV surplus, κpv is calculated as

κj
pv = 1 −

∫ T
(
ploss,j

pv (t) + ploss
cell (t) + ploss,j

bc (t)
pgross

pv (t)

)
dt j = AC ∨ DC (4.14)

where ploss,j
bc are the losses of the battery converter (4.3), ploss

cell the battery cell
losses (2.9), ploss,j

pv the losses of the PV converter (4.5), and pgross
pv the gross PV

yield from (4.4). The numerator denotes the PV-associated losses. Another
metric, defined in [11] as the system efficiency (κsystem) relates the losses to
the load demand as

κj
system = 1 −

Ej
loss

Eload
j = AC ∨ DC (4.15)

where Eload is the load demand, which is equal for all modelled topologies and
cases. The aggregated losses (Ej

loss) is calculated using (2.9), (2.24), (4.3), and
(4.5)–(4.7) as

Ej
loss =

∫ T
(
ploss,j

cond (t) + ploss,j
rect (t) + ploss,j

bc (t)+
+ ploss

cell (t) + ploss,j
pv (t)

)
dt j = AC ∨ DC. (4.16)

The economic performance is assessed for the LCC using (2.18), the net
electricity bill from (2.16), and the monetised battery degradation from (2.20).
The annual net operating cost (OC) is calculated as

OC =
T∑

Cnet(t) + Cdeg. (4.17)

Due to the investment cost uncertainties [144], the economic assessment is
performed to quantify the added cost to break even. By setting the LCC
in (2.18) equal for all scenarios, the difference in LOC gives the cap for the
added cost. The comparison assumes that all cases have equal maintenance,
replacement costs, and residual values.
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4.2 Results and Discussion – AC vs DC Building
Distribution

This section shows AC and DC distribution results in single-family and office
buildings. The results examine total losses divided per source, the effect of PV
and battery storage, geographical location, and the techno-economic effect of
the proposed DC operational enhancement methods.

Single-family Residential Building
These results are based on Paper III, using the case-setup of RISE’s Research
Villa outlined in Section 3.1.

The annual losses of the four topologies (Fig. 4.6) without PV and battery
storage results in three observations:

1. The GC losses significantly differ when modelled with constant and load-
dependent efficiency characteristics; see cases DC1 and DC2. Assuming
constant efficiency thus overestimates the GC’s performance. The re-
sults suggest that loss savings are achieved for the DC topology without
PV or battery storage with constant PEC efficiencies. In relative num-
bers, the losses of the GC—using a constant efficiency—(DC2) are 34%
lower (in absolute terms, an underestimation of 63 kWh) compared to
(DC1). Using (4.15), the system efficiency values for AC and DC1−3 are
95.3, 94.3, 95.8, and 93.7%, respectively.

2. A DC sub-voltage level (DC3) adds 7.3% (29.0 kWh/a) to the total losses
at 20 VDC. These losses transfer to the load-side conversion (DC/DC)
losses, which are 3% higher for DC3 than in the other cases. The cable
conduction losses amount to 2.4% and 1.5% of the total losses in the AC
and DC1 cases, respectively.

3. Without PV and battery, the DC topology does not present a favourable
option for loss reduction (excluding case DC2 with the reasoning per-
formed in 1).

Based on these observations, if not mentioned otherwise, the continuing anal-
ysis only includes the AC case and the DC topology with load-dependent
converter efficiency (DC1).
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Figure 4.6: Annual system losses in the single-family Research Villa in Borås for
the modelled cases without PV and battery storage.

The comparison presented in Table 4.5 is for a system with a 3.7 kWp PV
array, a 7.5 kWh battery storage and the dispatch from Fig. D.1. The gener-

Table 4.5: System performance with AC and DC1 for 3.7 kWp PV and 7.5 kWh
battery storage.

AC DC1 Difference [%]
System losses, Eloss [kWh] 583 490 −15.8
PV energy [kWh] 3113 3161 1.5
κpv [%] 91.3 93.7 2.6
κsystem[%] 90.8 92.3 1.7

ated PV energy is higher in the DC case since it is fed directly to the DC link,
with reduced conversion losses. Including PV and battery, the DC topology
reduces the losses by 15.8%. Figure 4.7 shows a loss breakdown per source for
the two cases. The lowered losses through the GC are due to the reduced grid
interaction (see comparison with DC1 in Fig. 4.6) with energy generated (PV)
and stored (battery) locally. Comparing the rectification losses for AC opera-
tion with the GC in the DC case—having the same purpose5—shows a 5.3%
relative loss reduction with DC operation. The losses of the PV array and

5In addition to grid import rectification (AC/DC), the GC also inverts the grid export
(DC/AC).
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Figure 4.7: System losses with 3.7 kWp PV and 7.5 kWh battery storage. Low-
voltage cable conduction was zero for both topologies but is included
in the legend for consistency with the other figures.

battery are lower for the DC case due to more efficient conversion (−41.4%
and −27.3%, respectively), which affects κpv; see Table 4.5. For this case, the
PV-associated losses of the PV converter, battery converter, and battery cells
are 28.6% lower with the DC topology, resulting in a κpv gain of 2.6%. The
κsystem are 90.8 and 92.3% for the AC and DC topologies, respectively, thus
a relative gain of 1.7%.

To determine under what circumstances DC is a favourable option for loss
reductions, Fig. 4.8a shows a heat map of the loss difference in AC and DC
operations sorted by daily hour (1–24) and month (1–12), where positive val-
ues indicate loss savings with DC operation. At times, with PV generation,
DC operation results in lower losses, which correlates well with the results
in Fig. 4.8b. In the presence of battery storage and with the battery control
using Fig. D.1, the loss savings expand to later in the day when charging from
PV surplus (Fig. 4.8c) and discharges to cover the load (see Fig. 4.8d). Using
Spearman’s rank coefficient from (2.40), the loss savings showed the highest
correlation (+0.59) with PV generation.

Figure 4.9 shows an expanded analysis of AC and DC1 by varying the sizes
of the PV array and battery storage. Compared with the case without PV
and battery (Fig. 4.6), the inclusion of PV (’1 PV’) reduces the loss difference
from +22% to +6.7%. A doubling of the PV (’2 PV’) results in marginal
improvements relative to AC (+5.3%/a). Doubling the PV adds +18.3%
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Figure 4.8: Heat map per daily hour and month in 2016 showing: (a) loss differ-
ences in AC and DC operations (positive values indicate savings with
DC), (b) accumulated PV generation, and (c, d) accumulated battery
charge and discharge, respectively.

to the grid-tied converter losses due to increased export. DC first achieves
savings with both PV and battery (’1 PV/10 kWh’ and ’2 PV/7.5 kWh’), as
it reduces the interaction with the grid and thus affects the GC.
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Figure 4.9: Relative changes in losses for DC operation for various PV and battery
system configurations. The ∆ comparison is relative to the AC perfor-
mance; thus, positive values indicate higher losses for DC operation.
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Effect of Geographical Location
These results are based on Paper IV, using the case-setup of the simulated
single-family residential building outlined in Section 3.2.

Figure 4.10a and Fig. 4.10b show a breakdown of the losses from AC and
DC operation in Borås for two PV and battery systems; 3.6 kWp/0 kWh and
3.6 kWp/7.5 kWh, respectively. The GC is the main loss contributor for the
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Figure 4.10: Losses for the two PV and battery systems in Borås (a)
3.6/0 kWp/kWh and (b) 3.6/7.5 kWp/kWh.

DC cases, and including battery storage reduces these losses. Comparing the
two DC cases with varying (DC1) and constant (DC2) GC efficiency, the latter
underestimates the losses by 14.7% and 19.0% with and without the battery,
respectively. Compared to AC, the κsystem gains are 1.2% and 2.7% for DC1
and 2.3% and 3.6% for DC2 with and without a battery, respectively. As
aforementioned, using a constant efficiency (DC2) is a questionable approach
and, again, proven to underestimate the GC’s losses. Table B.1 shows a nu-
merical comparison of the results for Borås. The PV and battery losses are
significantly lower for DC operation and directly reflected in κpv). Includ-
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ing the battery increases the κpv gain for DC operation from 4.3% to 6.9%,
compared to AC.

The results for Phoenix are shown in Table B.2, and Figs. 4.11a and 4.11b.
The DC topology shows better performance for κsystem (+2.4–4.9%) and κpv
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Figure 4.11: Losses for Phoenix, USA, and two PV and battery systems: (a)
3.6/0 kWp/kWh and (b) 3.6/7.5 kWp/kWh.

(+4.0–6.4%), with loss savings of −43.6% and −28.5% with and without bat-
tery storage, respectively. For comparison, Fig. 4.11 includes DC2 and shows
an underestimation of the GC losses by up to 29%, stressing the importance
of dynamic efficiency modelling to accurately represent the performance.

A sensitivity analysis is made by varying the PV array and battery sizes; see
Fig. 4.12. A comparison of κsystem, κpv, and losses are made for PV sizes 3.7,
5 and 10 kWp, and for battery sizes 0–10 kWh. The relative increase in PV
utilisation (top) is higher in Borås (4.3–7.4%) than in Phoenix (3.9–6.8%).
The gains increase with battery size and are the highest for the smaller PV
array (3.7 kWp). The gain in system efficiency (middle) is inversely related
to the PV size (more significant for larger PV) and higher in Phoenix (2.3–
8.8%) than Borås (1.3–5.9%) for the same system configuration. For Phoenix,
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Figure 4.12: Effect on DC performance gains on: PV utilisation (top), system
efficiency (middle), and annual system losses (bottom), for varying
battery sizes at the two locations.
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there is an almost linear increase in performance with battery size, and the
incremental increase is less for Borås. The loss savings are more significant
in Phoenix (−27% to −46%) than Borås (−19% to −39%) and increases with
PV size for Borås, unlike Phoenix where the two smaller sizes generate similar
savings and reduced savings for 10 kWp. To explain this, Fig. 4.13 shows the
GC losses at the two locations for varying PV sizes and a 10 kWh battery. An
increased PV size marginalises the import losses in both cases; see Fig. 4.13a
and Fig. 4.13b. However, the effect is more significant on the export losses
(Fig. 4.13c and Fig. 4.13d), where a larger PV size generates more export to
the grid and thus increase the GC’s losses; especially prominent for Phoenix.
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Figure 4.13: Duration diagram of the bi-directional grid-tied converter losses for:
(a) Phoenix import, (b) Borås import, (c) Phoenix export and (d)
Borås export. All with a 10 kWh battery and varying PV size.
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Reduced GC Partial-Load Operation

As concluded in [Papers III and IV], the GC is the primary loss source in
DC building distribution. Two methods of operation are suggested to reduce
the GC losses by eliminating partial-load operation. These results are based
on Paper V, and the use-case of RISE Research Villa outlined in Section 3.1.
The enhancement methods (PLS and battery DOO) are firstly compared to a
DC reference case, denoted DC⋆ (ψ = 16 A in (4.9)), and the best performing
cases are compared to conventional AC distribution for system losses. The
methods are also evaluated for their annual battery degradation. An economic
assessment quantifies the added investment cost for the DC cases to break even
compared to AC.

The annual system losses, per source, are shown in Fig. 4.14a for DC⋆ (Ref.)
and battery DOO. For DC⋆, most losses come from grid import (57%), with
marginal (6%) export losses. Noticeably, DOO reduces the GC losses for all
β by constraining the grid interaction above Ph

lim. Consequently, the battery
operation increases substantially for β ≥ 5%, resulting in net loss savings only
for β ≤ 5%. The net increase in losses for β = 10% and 20% comes from the
significant increase in battery throughput (+114% for β = 20% compared to
β = 1%). Figure 4.14b shows the losses for DC⋆ and modular GC designs.
The PLS reduces the GC losses relative to DC⋆ for all designs. Since the
battery operation is the same, the difference in battery-associated losses is
insignificant. Relative to DC⋆, annual savings from the PLS are 5–27%, with
optimal savings for χ = 15–20%.

As seen in Fig. 4.14, most losses for DC⋆ originate from grid import, with
79% from operation ≤10% of the GC’s rated power. Using the loss-distribution
from grid import, P(eimp

loss), and the combined efficiency characteristics, a
weighted efficiency is calculated as

ηw,χ
imp =

J∑
P
(
eimp

loss

)j

ηj,χ
imp (4.18)

where ηj,χ
imp is the average efficiency in the j:th bin for modular ratio, χ. Fig-

ure 4.15 shows the weighted grid import efficiency for the PLS and the DC
reference (DC⋆, χ = 0%). The weighted efficiencies confirm that χ = 15–20%
gives the most significant loss reductions for grid import (and total losses). It
also confirms that these are global optimums.
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Figure 4.14: Annual system losses from DC distribution per loss sources compared
to DC⋆ (Ref.) for (a) battery DOO, and (b) modular GC design using
the PLS.
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Figure 4.15: Weighted grid import efficiency ∀χ and the DC reference (χ = 0%).

Effect on Battery Ageing from Battery DOO

Using (2.14) and (2.15) enables a quantification of the effect on battery degra-
dation from DOO with 100% DoD, compared to the reference battery opera-
tion from Fig. D.1. Figure 4.16 shows the modelled battery degradation for
DC⋆ and battery DOO. For DC⋆, the annual battery degradation is 5% of
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Figure 4.16: Battery degradation for DC⋆ and battery DOO (β = 1–20%).
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the nominal capacity. A marginal difference for DOO with β ∈ 1–5% (<0.5
percentage points) is observed. However, a significant difference occurs for
β ∈ 10–20%, with up to four percentage points for β = 20%. Since the DOO
use DoD = 100%, the battery operates more frequently at the SOC extrem-
ities than the reference dispatch in DC⋆. The most significant difference is
observed at SOC<15% where DC⋆ limits discharge to 15% (SOCmin), while
DOO allows for complete battery depletion. Considering the findings in [145]
that both cycling and calendar ageing are less prominent at lower SOC levels,
and the empirical degradation in Fig. 4.16, the effect of the DOO on battery
ageing is negligible for β ∈ 1–5%.

Combined Modular and Battery DOO

To examine the combined effect from the two DC enhancement methods,
Fig. 4.17 shows the variation in loss savings from scenarios, S, in (4.13) relative
to modular operation (∀χ) with β = 0%. Despite reducing the losses from the
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Figure 4.17: Loss savings from scenarios S relative modular operation (β = 0%).
Peak relative savings ( ) at β = 5% and χ = 50%. NB! The upper
limit of ∆Loss is restrained at 0 for better visualisation.
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auxiliary converter, the net savings are marginal. Increased battery-associated
losses (converter and cells) supersede the converter loss savings, especially for
higher β. At most, an additional −5.1 kWh/a is observed for β = 5% and
χ = 50% (denoted σβ5χ50). Compared with the best-performing design in
Fig. 4.14b (χ = 15%); σβ5χ50 results in a mere −1.6 kWh/a loss saving.

Figure 4.18 shows the battery degradation for scenarios, S, and β = 0%
(solid line). For S, the β constraint is defined from the auxiliary converter6,
meaning that the degradation increases with both χ and β, but are less
prominent than in Fig. 4.16 where β is defined from the rated GC power;
see (4.8). Noteworthy is that σβ3χ20 not only gives amongst the lowest losses
(see Fig. 4.17), but the degradation is also in the lower span of the S scenarios.
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β = 0% (solid line). Marker ( ): σβ3χ20.

6Ph
lim(k) = β × Paux.,k

conv
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Loss Comparison – AC vs DC

Compared to AC distribution, DC⋆ does not generate savings (+7.7% increase
in annual losses), not even with the inclusion of PV and battery storage; see
Fig. 4.19. To examine the effect of the GC size, DC⋆ is modelled with a
Smaller (S) and Bigger (B) GC. The GC size is determined from (4.9) for
ψ = 10 A (6.9 kW) and 20 A (13.9 kW) as (DCS) and (DCB), respectively.
A bigger GC (DCB) worsens the performance (+19.6%). However, a smaller
GC (DCS) reduces the losses (−10.0%) relative to AC. Reducing the nominal
power of the GC shifts the operating points to higher loading and increases
the efficiency. Thus, the converters’ design is paramount for the performance
when considering load-dependent characteristics, and it has proven especially
crucial in this comparative study with frequent partial-load GC operation.
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Figure 4.19: Annual system losses per source for AC distribution, DC with varying
GC size (ψ ∈ 10–20 A), the PLS with χ = 15 and 20%, and combined
PLS and DOO for σβ3χ20.

As for modular design and the PLS, χ = 15 and 20% result in 25.7% an-
nual savings compared to AC distribution. The PV and battery converters
have −92 kWh lower losses with DC distribution, while the cells’ losses in
Fig. 4.19 remain equal and independent of the topology. Suppose the im-
port and export losses from the DC distribution are summed and compared
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Table 4.6: LOC with varying electricity price, for N = 10 years and r = 5%. Cdeg
in (2.20) is calculated with Cbatt

0 = 260 $/kWh.

Cel [$/kWh] Cnet [$] Cdeg [$]
∑

C [$] ∆Ca [$]

AC
0.1 2,873

748
3,621 –

...
...

...
...

0.5 14,363 15,111 –

DC⋆ (ψ = 16 A)
0.1 2,901

754
3,655 34

...
...

...
...

0.5 14,507 15,261 150

χ = 15%
0.1 2,793

748
3,541 −80

...
...

...
...

0.5 13,964 14,712 −399
aRelative AC for the same electricity price (Cel).

with the rectification losses of the AC distribution. In that case, the DC
reference cases (∀ψ) have higher losses, while the modular operation gives
lower losses (−29 kWh/a). As aforementioned, the best-performing S scenario
(σβ3χ20) marginally reduce the aggregated losses. Compared with χ = 20%,
loss-reductions occur for the auxiliary converter and the battery (converter
and cells).

Life-Cycle Cost Comparison

Table 4.6 shows the LOC for varying electricity prices (Cel)7. The net billing
(Cnet) dominates the LOC. Relative to AC, DC⋆ does not give any cost-
savings. However, a modular GC design with χ = 15% presents savings in the
range of $80–399 for the modelled electricity prices.

Office Building
The case setup of the office building outlined in Section 3.3 is used to analyse
further the effect of supply (PV) and demand (load) correlation on the DC
potential. This analysis examines the hypothesis of increased DC savings

7The price of bought (Cbuy) and revenue from sold electricity (Csell) are equal in (2.16).
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Table 4.7: Grid-tied converter (GC) sizing [kW] for varying PV to load shares in
Gothenburg, Denver and Phoenix.

PV to load share, rPV
0% Ref.a 25% 50% 75% 100% 125% 150%

Gothenburg 130b 130b 130b 161 241 322 402 483
Denver 123b 123b 123b 123b 143 191 238 285
Phoenix 148b 148b 148b 148b 148b 168 210 252

aReference PV to load shares from Table 3.4.
bGC size set by the peak load demand.

from a stronger correlation between PV and load demand. Furthermore, it
examines the effect of the GC design presented in [Paper V]. A parametric
sweep is done with varying PV and battery sizes, where the PV is varied as
a ratio of annual load demand (rPV = 0–150%). The modelled battery size
is derived from the Relative Battery Capacity (RBC) index and a method
applied for residential buildings in Sweden [91] as a function of PV array
nominal power as

RBC = Ebatt

EPV
(4.19)

where Ebatt is the battery’s energy capacity and EPV the annual PV yield.
RBC is modelled for 0–1.5 kWh/kWp for the parametric sweep.

Figure 4.20 shows the effect on DC savings from reference operation (χ= 0%),
relative AC, with varying PV and battery sizes. The whiteout areas represent
cases with no DC savings (≥0%), and the dashed line is the reference PV size
from Table 3.4. For all three locations, no savings occur without PV (0%)8.
For Gothenburg, savings occur for rPV = 25–75% without storage. A further
expansion of the PV array increases the GC sizing—set by the maximum value
of load demand and PV output per Table 4.4—and the export losses. An in-
crease in GC size also results in more frequent partial-load operations, having
higher relative losses. To achieve a 150% PV to load share in Gothenburg,
the required array size must be 483 kWp, compared to 285 and 252 kWp for
Denver and Phoenix, respectively; see Table 4.7. Not only does the PV sizing
affect the GC, but an increase in size reduces the self-consumption [104], which

8Since the battery dispatch is done to maximise self-consumption (see Fig. D.1), no effect
is observed for varying RBS with rPV = 0%.
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Figure 4.20: Normalised annual losses with DC distribution for varying PV and
battery sizes for: Gothenburg (top), Denver (middle), and Phoenix
(bottom). The dashed lines are the reference PV sizes from Ta-
ble 3.4.
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in this context results in higher grid export losses. In absolute terms, more
significant savings occur for larger DC sources (Fig. B.1), mainly because of
the superior performances of the PV and battery converters. The maximum
loss savings from Fig. 4.20 and Fig. B.1 are: Gothenburg −24% (5.6 MWh),
Denver −36% (9.5 MWh), and Phoenix −39% (12.8 MWh), and relative the
load demands (Table 3.4) the savings are 1.8, 3.2, and 3.9%, respectively.

Effect from Self-sufficiency on DC savings

As concluded in previous works, the DC savings potential depends on the
PV and load correlation [144], [146], and interaction with the external grid
[Papers III–V]. A system’s self-sufficiency—derived from (2.23)—quantifies to
what extent the load demand is covered from de-centralised generation and,
in this context, how much of the demand is covered by PV generation.

The loss savings from DC operation as a function of self-sufficiency for the
modelled PV and battery combinations on the office building in Gothenburg
is shown in Fig. 4.21. Because of the modelled battery dispatch, the self-
sufficiency increases with battery size, and an increase in self-sufficiency means
that more of the load demand is supplied from the PV—either directly or from
the battery—and thus, less interaction with the grid. Less grid interaction also
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Figure 4.21: Relative loss savings with DC operation as a function of self-
sufficiency for the modelled PV and battery combinations (excl.
rPV = 0) on the office building in Gothenburg.
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results in more significant DC savings (for the same rPV). A comparison of
the two left-most trends—having the same GC size—highlights the effect of
self-sufficiency on savings. Without storage (top markers), the reference PV
size (rPV = 16%) shows no savings, while for rPV = 25%, DC operation results
in annual savings. The most significant relative savings occur at rPV = 50%
and RBS = 1.5. For PV arrays beyond that, the effect from the GC sizing
becomes more significant, resulting in more frequent partial-load operations
with higher relative losses and increased PV export losses. Noteworthy is the
effect of battery storage on self-sufficiency and savings, where the performance
of the smaller arrays is less affected by the storage, while for the larger, the
storage sizing can be a decisive factor in achieving DC savings. The trends in
Fig. 4.21 are similar for Denver and Phoenix, with the difference that the most
significant savings occur for larger rPV; 75 and 100% for Denver and Phoenix,
respectively. Furthermore, due to the combination of a higher PV and load
correlation and higher solar irradiance—affecting the GC sizing for the same
rPV—both the self-sufficiency and savings with DC operation increase for
Denver and Phoenix.

Effect from GC Modular Design

To reduce the effect of the GC sizing, the modular design concept from
[Paper V] is applied to a case with rPV = 100% (net-zero building opera-
tion) for all three locations. Figure. 4.22 shows the DC performance rela-
tive AC for varying χ and RBS9. Now, all scenarios–except χ = 0%10 and
RBS = 0 for Gothenburg–show superior DC performance regarding annual
losses. The most significant effect from the GC design is seen for Gothen-
burg and RBS = 0, where χ = 8–20% reduces the losses by more than 20%
(−5 MWh); see Fig. B.2 and Fig. B.3.

9The absolute savings are shown in Fig. B.4.
10A modular GC design with χ = 0% equals one (1) main converter; see Fig. 4.20.
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Figure 4.22: Loss savings from modular DC operation versus AC with varying GC
design (χ) and battery size for Gothenburg (top), Denver (middle),
and Phoenix (bottom).
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4.3 Conclusions – AC vs DC Building Distribution
This section concludes the AC and DC building distribution findings in single-
family and office buildings. It includes the effect of building location and the
proposed enhancement methods for DC distribution.

Single-family Residential Building
Comparing DC1 and DC2 reveals a significant loss discrepancy when using
constant and load-dependent efficiencies. For this use case, the loss discrep-
ancy is 34% without PV and battery. Analysing the converter loading showed
that most interactions occur at partial-load operation with poor efficiency,
thus highlighting the importance of accounting for load-dependent efficiency.
Therefore, using load-dependent efficiencies is essential when modelling real-
istic scenarios with a wide operating (power) range.

With load-dependent PEC efficiencies, the losses are reduced by 15.8% with
DC operation and PV and battery included. Furthermore, the DC topology
increases the PV utilisation by 2.6%, from a 28.6% reduction in the PV-
associated losses. The analysis of hourly and seasonal variations in DC sav-
ings showed that Spearman’s rank coefficient showed the highest correlation
(+0.59) between DC savings and available PV generation.

The extended analysis showed that more than adding PV is needed to
achieve savings with DC distribution for the studied case. The DC perfor-
mance marginally improves when doubling the PV size, from +6.7% to +5.4%.
However, when adding a battery, DC operation achieves substantial savings
(up to 17.7% reduction) as the GC’s effect is reduced.

Above all, the results show the relevance of modelling the PEC characteris-
tics with load dependence to account for the efficiency characteristics. Using
constant efficiencies is proven inaccurate for the studied case, with frequent
partial-load converter operations and, thus, high relative losses.

Effect of Geographical Location

The performance of DC distribution depends on the grid interaction and the
correlation between supply and demand. Unlike the findings in [Paper III],
the results in [Paper IV] presents DC savings without battery storage; −28.5%
(Phoenix) and −19.0% (Borås). This discrepancy comes from how the loss
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modelling of the PV and battery converters, where [Paper IV] uses constant ef-
ficiencies and [Paper III] load-dependant; see Table 4.3. Again, this highlights
the discrepancy and the necessity of accounting for the converter efficiency
characteristics.

The relative difference between the two locations remains with storage, with
more significant savings in Phoenix (−43.6%) compared to Borås (−33.1%).
The expanded analysis with varying PV and battery sizes confirms these
results and shows more significant savings and higher system efficiency in
Phoenix for the same PV and battery configuration. In Borås, the savings
increase with the size of the PV array—for the same battery size—while in
Phoenix, similar savings are found for the 3.7 and 5 kWp, with reduced savings
for 10 kWp. Analyzing the GC losses shows that the PV size has a marginal
effect on the import losses, while the effect on the export is more prominent.
In Phoenix, the 10 kWp array shows a significant loss increase compared to the
others and thus affects the savings potential. The results highlight the effect
of converter sizing on the potential benefits of DC distribution and state that
careful consideration should be made when designing the system.

Reduced GC Partial-Load Operation – Single-family Building
The proposed DOO reduces the GC losses by eliminating the operation at
partial loading while offering SC enhancement. Consequently, the battery
throughput and associated losses increase, resulting in varying net loss sav-
ings. Net savings are found for β = 1–5% (up to 16 kWh/a), and the empirical
battery degradation shows that the relative effect on annual degradation is
marginal (≤0.5 percentage points) compared to the reference battery opera-
tion. For β = 10–20%, the net losses increase compared to DC⋆ despite the
reduction in GC losses due to the significant increase in battery-associated
losses. Considering the significant battery degradation for β≥10% (+1–4
percentage points relative to the reference operation), this operation is not
preferred for the studied case.

The proposed Master-Slave GC design achieves savings of up to 157 kWh/a
(−31% of the annual losses for DC⋆). An optimal modular configuration is
found for χ = 15–20% and supported from the weighted grid import effi-
ciency characteristics, ηw

imp. Combining modular and battery DOO results
in marginal additional savings; −5.1 kWh/a for σβ5χ50 relative β = 0%, and
−1.6 kWh/a for σβ3χ20 compared with the best-performing case (χ = 15%).
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In general, savings from combined operation occur at low χ and high β from
reduced losses of the auxiliary converter. At larger β, the battery-associated
losses supersede the GC savings while increasing annual battery degradation.

The DC loss savings relative to AC reflect the reduced LOC, with maximum
savings for DC ranging between $80 and $399 for a 10-year lifetime and a 5%
discount rate. Considering that these savings shall cover the added costs for
cabling, converters and compatible appliances, a retrofit to DC distribution is
not feasible from an economic perspective in this studied case.

Contrary to previous findings, the results indicate that more than simply
incorporating PV and the battery is needed to accomplish loss savings with
DC operation. The findings underscore the significance of converter sizing
for DC viability, revealing an annual loss reduction of 83 kWh (−16%/a) for
DCS compared to DC⋆. Nonetheless, restricting the nominal power of grid
converters also limits peak power load demands.

Office Building DC Distribution
The results from the parametric sweep of PV and battery sizes show that
none of the three office buildings present DC savings without PV. With PV,
DC operation in Denver and Phoenix results in annual loss savings for all
combinations (rPV>0), with up to 40% (−13 MWh/a) reductions; −3.2 and
−3.9% relative the total energy demands for Denver and Phoenix, respectively.
For Gothenburg, fewer PV and battery combinations result in loss savings with
DC operation, and the necessity of battery storage is more evident, especially
for larger PV arrays. As the GC size depends on the PV power, the savings
reduce after a specific PV size, with peak loss savings at rPV = 50% for
Gothenburg (−24%/a), 75% in Denver, and 100% in Phoenix. Thus, the GC
sizing shall be designed to reduce frequent partial-load operation, and having
too much PV affects both the sizing and the export losses.

For the modelled net-zero offices (rPV = 100%), the modular GC design
has the most significant effect on the performance in Gothenburg and without
battery, reducing the relative DC losses by 22% (−5 MWh/a). The optimal
modular design configuration is around χ = 10–15%, similar to the findings
for the single-family building [Paper V]. Furthermore, all modular GC design
combinations (χ ∈ 4–50%, and RBS = 0–1.5) result in annual loss savings
compared to AC.
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CHAPTER 5

Battery Loss Modelling: Effect on Annual Performance

This chapter is based on Paper I and examines the effect of battery loss mod-
elling on the building’s performance, using the case in Section 3.1. Three
battery models are compared, including the often found [16], [17], [23] ap-
proximation of a constant round trip efficiency. The other two models use the
Rint battery model (Fig. 2.2) with either a constant or current-dependant in-
ternal resistance. Laboratory measurements on a single cell are performed to
establish the OCV and resistance characteristics. The proposed Rint models
are verified against the measured output voltage for conformity. The analysis
includes a combination of PV and load profiles—16 cases in total—to assess
the effect of varying operating conditions.

5.1 Methodology

Battery Cell Characterisation
To accurately represent the battery’s characteristics, tests were done on a
single cell to establish the internal cell voltage as a function of SOC. From
this, it was then possible to determine the internal resistance variation as a
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Table 5.1: Technical specifications of the LiFePO4 battery cell used for testing and
modelling.

Parameter Value
Chemistry LiFePO4
Nominal capacity, Qcell

nom 12 Ah
Nominal voltage, Ucell

nom 3.2 V
Charge/discharge cut-off voltage 3.65/2 V
Internal resistance, R0 3 mΩ

function of current using (2.8). Table 5.1 shows the technical specifications
for the LiFePO4 battery cell used in the laboratory tests.

Open-Circuit Voltage and Resistance Determination
To establish the relation between battery SOC and voltage, ucell, charging
and discharging were done at 0.12 A (0.01 C). The lower C-rate was chosen
per previous works’ recommendation [87], [147], [148] to reduce the dynamics
excited in the cells. The test was done for the complete SOC interval (0–
100%) at room temperature using a Gamry REF 3000 and a PEC ACT 0550.
Further measurements were conducted in the range 0.36–18 A (0.03–1.5 C) to
determine the resistance at higher currents to cover the operating range in a
residential application. The results were then fed into (2.8) to establish the
internal resistance dependency as a function of the battery current.

Figure 5.1 shows the charge and discharge measurement results and the
battery’s SOC limits used in the system modelling (15–90%). The selected
SOC range gives the battery converter a stable voltage output. The cell has
a difference between the OCV f(SOC) for charge and discharge, caused by a
significant hysteresis effect, which is confirmed in other studies on LiFePO4
[89], [90]. To account for this difference, a linear approximation of the OCV,
as the average value from charge and discharge [87] (ulin

ocv) is given as1

ulin
OCV(SOC) = a× SOC + b ∀SOC ∈ 15 − 90%. (5.1)

Using (2.8), and the average value for SOC ∈ 15–90% for different C-rates,

1With a = 0.00133 and b = 3.234.
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Figure 5.1: Battery cell voltages (ucell) for charge and discharge as a function of
SOC at 0.12 A (0.01 C) and an OCV approximation from the mean
value (umean

ocv ) and a linearisation of the mean approximation (ulin
ocv).

gives the relation between the internal resistance (r) and current (icell) as
presented in Table 5.2. The measured resistance can be expressed with a
curve fit as a function of current as

rfit
cell(icell) = p1i

2
cell + p2icell + p3

icell + q1
(5.2)

where the numerical values (p1–p3 and q1) are shown in Table C.3. The mea-
surements and curve fit are also shown in Fig. 5.2 with R0 from Table 5.1.
There is an explicit current dependency on the resistance, especially for low
C-rates. It is also evident that the value given in the data sheet (3 mΩ from
Table 5.1) does not accurately represent the internal resistance and is signif-
icantly erroneous at low C-rates. Even at a C-rate of 1.5, the internal resis-
tance value is more than three times the value given in the data sheet. Results
from a high-frequency Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) sweep
showed that the resistance in the range of 1–10 kHz was around 2 mΩ [47],
i.e., even lower than the data sheet value even for low currents. Accordingly,
the effective resistance is much lower for an application with high-frequency
content. However, for a building application and assuming full polarisation
in the cells, the data sheet value becomes far too low, as can be noted in
Fig. 5.2. Figure 5.2 also shows the cell losses using r(icell) and R0, where it is
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Table 5.2: Modelled relation between the battery’s current and internal resistance,
rcell

measured(icell).

Current, icell [A] C-rate [Ah−1] rcell
measured (icell) [mΩ]

0.12 0.01 185.4
0.36 0.03 78.3
1.2 0.10 36.1
2.0 0.17 29.0
3.0 0.25 23.6
6.0 0.50 19.1
12.0 1.00 14.0
18.0 1.50 11.0
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Figure 5.2: Measured (points) and curve fitted cell resistance (black line) as a func-
tion of current, r(icell) and the internal resistance R0 (dashed black
line) from Table 5.1. The cell losses using r(icell) and internal resis-
tance, R0 (red lines).

evident that the current is the driving force for the losses, and when ignoring
the resistance’s current-dependency, the losses are underestimated.

Battery Model Verification
To quantify the accuracy of the Rint models, the measured cell current (icell)
is used to calculate the cell voltage and then compared with the measured
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voltage (u⋆
cell). Five battery models are evaluated:

• ulin
ocv + R0—linear approximation of the OCV as a function of SOC (see

Fig. 5.1), and the internal battery resistance (R0) from the data sheet,
see Table 5.1.

• ulin
ocv +r(icell)—linear OCV approximation and current–dependant resis-

tance, see Table 5.2.

• umean
ocv + R0—OCV approximation of the mean value of charge and dis-

charge (see Fig. 5.1) and R0.

• umean
ocv + r(icell)—mean OCV approximation and current-dependant re-

sistance.

• umean
ocv +r(icell; SOC)—mean OCV approximation and acknowledging the

resistance’s SOC [149] and current dependency. The SOC dependency
is found for the modelled SOC range using (2.8) and calculated for each
current.

Figure 5.3 shows the measured (u⋆
cell) and modelled voltages. Figure 5.3a,

shows the results for the whole measurement period and the mean OCV ap-
proximation (umean

ocv ), and in Fig. 5.3b, a close-up is shown for icell = 0.36 A.
Using R0 underestimates the voltage during charge and overestimates it during
discharge. Using umean

ocv from Fig. 5.1 gives an accurate representation of the
curve shape, but for R0, the modelled voltage has an offset from the measured
values. This offset confirms that the data sheet value for R0 is inaccurate
for modelling the voltage profile using a single-resistance model. For r(icell),
the values align better with the measurements. Similarly, in Fig. 5.3c—using
the linear OCV approximation—the single-resistance model using R0 gives an
offset to the measured voltage.

The Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE) in Fig. 5.4 quantifies the modelled
voltage discrepancy. As aforementioned, the negligence of the resistance’s cur-
rent dependency results in the most significant discrepancies from the mea-
surements. For the linear (ulin

ocv) and mean (umean
ocv ) approximations, the RM-

SEs are 38.3 and 37.3 mV, respectively using R0. The resistance modelling has
a much more significant effect on the discrepancy than the OCV approxima-
tion. Including the SOC dependency only marginally improves the modelled
accuracy (1.4 mV), comparing the last two bars.
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Figure 5.4: Root-mean-square error (RMSE) from measured cell voltage for the
compared models.

Battery Converter Characterisation
The connection between the PV array and the battery can be made via AC or
DC coupling, where the common point of connection in the former case is AC
and DC in the latter, both configurations offering different advantageous [150],
[151]. The battery converter can also have a single or two-stage topology,
where for a single-stage converter, the battery is connected directly to the
converter’s DC link, whereas, in a two-stage topology, a DC/DC converter
regulates the voltage to boost the DC/AC conversion performance [152]. The
converter’s characteristic is taken from the results in Section 3.6 for the bi-
directional AC/DC converter.

Case Analysis and System Modelling
The derived battery models are applied to the use case of RISE Research
Villa; see Section 3.1, and evaluated for an entire year’s operation.

Several PV and load sizes were derived from the reference case to extend the
case analysis. If the reference PV array size (3.68 kWp) is denoted 1 PV and
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equals 50% of the annual energy demand (rPV = 50%), the other array sizes
are 2 and 4 PV. Furthermore, two load cases are included; ’low’ (1 Load) and
’high’ (2 Load). To summarise, the analysis includes the following scenarios:

A: 1 PV/1 Load; rPV = 50%

B: 2 PV/1 Load; rPV = 100%

C: 2 PV/2 Load; rPV = 50%

D: 4 PV/2 Load; rPV = 100%

where ’B’ equals a net-zero energy building, Scenario ’C’ has the same rPV
as the reference case but with an increase power from PV (charging) and
load demand (discharging). Scenario ’D’ combines the net-zero case with an
up-scaled PV and load scenario.

The required number of series-connected cells (ncell) is calculated using (2.5)
and by matching the nominal battery voltage (Ubatt

nom) with the PEC’s nominal
voltage (Uconv.

nom ) from Table C.1. Using (2.4) with mstrings = 1–2 and the ”big
cell” approximation [153] gives two battery sizes; 9.1 and 18.2 kWh. The
maximum power (Pmax

conv) for charge and discharge is restrained by the PEC.
Here, two PEC sizes are used: 3.6 kW and 7.2 kW. The former is the PV array
size in the reference case, and the latter doubles to match the ’2 PV’ case.

The battery operates with the dispatch algorithm adopted from [154], and
Algorithm 1 describes its operation. Here, ηtot represents the combined effi-
ciency for the battery cell and converter or the constant round trip efficiency.
A threshold power limit (’threshold’ at 1% of the rated power) prevents the
initial loss peak from the converter; see Fig. C.1. The battery pack voltage,
ubatt(t) is adjusted for in the next time step using the internal resistance, R
as either R0 or r(icell)2. Lastly, the battery’s SOC level is adjusted using (2.6)
for the next time step.

Acknowledging the PEC’s load-dependency for the Rint models; (2.7) and
(2.9) can be generically expressed as

eloss(t) =
∫ t2

t1

(
Ri2cell(t)ncellmstrings + (1 − ηconv(s)) pbatt(t)

)
dt (5.3)

where ηconv is the converter efficiency from Fig. C.1.
2This is only done for the Rint models having a voltage–current dependency.
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Algorithm 1: Battery dispatch
if pv(t) < load(t) then

if available SOC and pdis ≥ threshold then
pbatt(t) = max[SOCmin − SOC(t), pv(t)−load(t), −Pmax

conv]/ηtot;
pgrid(t) = pbatt(t) + load(t) − pv(t);

else
pgrid(t) = load(t) − pv(t)

end

else
if available SOC and pch. ≥ threshold then

pbatt(t) = max[SOCmax − SOC(t), pv(t)−load(t), Pmax
conv]ηtot;

pvexp(t) = pv(t) − load(t) − pbatt(t);
else

pvexp(t) = pv(t) − load(t);
end

end
ibatt(t) = pbatt(t)/ubatt(t);
ubatt(t+∆t) = uOCV(t) + Ribatt(t);
SOC(t+∆t) = SOC(t) +

∫
ibatt(t)dt/Qrated

batt ;

Figure 5.5 shows the share of converter and cell losses for the 9.1 kWh
battery modelled as a Rint model using r(icell), and for the power constraints
Pconv

max = 3.6 and 7.2 kW. The coloured areas show the split over the converter
loading for Pconv

max = 3.6 kW and the dashed line for Pconv
max = 7.2 kW. At lower

loading, the losses are dominated by the converter’s performance. However, as
the loading increases, the cell losses become more prominent and are driven by
the increased current and improved performance of the converters at higher
powers; see Fig. C.1. At full loading, the loss ratio becomes 60/40, thus
highlighting the necessity to account for the cell losses to have an accurate
loss representation.
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Figure 5.5: Loss split between converter and cell losses using Pconv
max = 3.6 and

7.2 kW and with a varying resistance, r(icell), over the battery system’s
loading range.

5.2 Results and Discussion – Battery Loss
Modelling

The round trip efficiency results include the losses from the PEC and cells.
In this comparison, the round trip efficiency is set to 90%, which is typically
used in related works, e.g., [18], [20], [27], [155]. The Rint models are mod-
elled with constant and current-dependant resistance and the PEC efficiency
characteristic from Fig. C.1.

The model verification shows marginal improvements (Fig. 5.4) using the
mean values from charge and discharge for the OCV approximation (umean

cell )
compared to the linear (ulin

ocv). Thus, the latter is used in the system perfor-
mance evaluation.

Cell Current and Resistance
The distribution of cell currents from annual operation of the reference case
(1 PV/1 Load) are shown in Fig. 5.6a with Pconv

max = 7.2 kW. Higher peak
values are consequently observed for the smaller battery (9.1 kWh), as the
assumption of cell uniformity distributes the current equally in the strings
(for mstrings>1) as per (2.2). Numerically, the average currents are 1.0 A and
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Figure 5.6: Distribution of (a): battery cell currents, icell and (b): cell resistance,
r(icell) and data sheet resistance, R0. Included are also the average
cell currents (im=n

cell ) and resulting resistances (r(icell)m=n).

0.51 A for the smaller and larger size, respectively. This difference in current is
reflected in the resistance distribution (Fig. 5.6b), where the average resistance
is >50% higher for the larger battery. The resistance distribution shows that
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a single value does not accurately represent the battery’s characteristics as it
fails to capture the variations. Comparing the annual averages (r(icell)m=n)
with the data sheet value, R0, shows that the latter greatly underestimates the
resistance throughout. Thus, using a single (constant) resistance is inaccurate
when modelling battery losses.

Annual Battery System Losses
The annual battery system losses are shown in Fig. 5.7 for Ebatt = 9.1 kWh
(Fig. 5.7a and Fig 5.7b) and Ebatt = 18.2 kWh (Fig. 5.7c and Fig. 5.7d). For
the Rint models, the losses are separated between the converter and cells,
with most losses originating from the converter. For neither of the 16 mod-
elled scenarios is the Rint model with R0 accurate to estimate the losses,
with a relative discrepancy of −20.5 to −38.6% (35–112 kWh/a) compared to
the proposed benchmark model with a current-dependant resistance variation.
Together with the findings in Section 5.2, it is fair to conclude that when using
the Rint model, the resistance’s current dependency must be acknowledged
to estimate the battery’s performance accurately. Using η90%

RT gives a propor-
tional relation between losses and battery throughput and a marginal effect
from the converter size when ignoring the load-dependent characteristics. Rel-
ative to the benchmark model, the loss discrepancies vary for the modelled
scenarios: −5% to 17% for the smaller and 3–29% for the larger battery.

Battery Cell Loss Share
As shown in Fig. 5.7, the cell’s loss share is significant, and the relative influ-
ence varies with the modelled cases (A–D) and battery size. Figure 5.8 shows
the current-dependant resistance model’s ratios per battery and converter
sizes. Larger battery powers—going from case A to D—shift the operation
to higher loading. This shift results in an enhanced effect from the cells, as
seen in Fig. 5.5. When comparing the two sizes for the same case and con-
verter size, it is clear that the larger battery has a lower loss share from the
cells. Analysing the converter loading’s probability distribution shows simi-
lar conditions and thus excludes the effect from the converter. The variation
in cell current—from the difference in parallel strings—instead explains the
difference (see Fig. 5.6a). For the smaller battery (9.1 kWh), all cells are mod-
elled in one string (mstrings = 1), while for the larger battery, two strings are
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Figure 5.7: Annual battery system losses for the three models divided per loss
origin (for the Rint models) and for the studied scenarios. Fig-
ure: (a) Ebatt = 9.1 kWh and Pconv

max = 3.6 kW, (b) Ebatt = 9.1 kWh
and Pconv

max = 7.2 kW, (c) Ebatt = 18.2 kWh and Pconv
max = 3.6 kW, and

(d) Ebatt = 18.2 kWh and Pconv
max = 7.2 kW.

modelled in parallel. These parallel strings divide the battery current equally
during operation and thus halve the cell current (icell) as per (2.2). As the
current drives the cell losses (see (2.9)), the larger battery has lower losses for
the same power. From the annual average converter loading and loss shares,
the results are fitted to the loss ratios from Fig. 5.5, as seen in Fig. 5.9. The
added lines for the larger battery confirm that the battery with two parallel
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strings has lower relative cell losses for the same power. The results show that
the battery losses cannot be ignored and that the loss-shares exceed 40% for
the proposed Rint benchmark model with its current-dependant resistance.

5.3 Conclusions – Battery Loss Modelling
This work performs a comparative study of the technical performance of a
PV and battery system using three battery models: two Rint models and
one using a (constant) round trip efficiency. One of the Rint models uses
experimentally obtained values of the battery cell’s resistance as a function
of current and the battery converter’s efficiency characteristics. The results
highlight the importance of having an adequate battery system model when
evaluating performance under varying operating conditions and that cell losses
must be included for accurate loss modelling.

Measurements on a LiFeP04 battery cell show a substantial variation in
internal resistance as a function of current, and the data sheet value does not
give an accurate representation at any point of operation. The proposed Rint
model with a linear OCV variation of SOC and current-dependant internal re-
sistance is proven accurate for modelling the cell’s voltage characteristics. The
battery PEC efficiency characteristics also support the necessity of accounting
for the load variations as the power dependency is evident.

Results show that neither a round trip efficiency nor the data sheet resis-
tance model accurately estimates the battery system’s losses. The Rint model
using R0 fails to give accurate results for all studied scenarios. Despite consid-
ering the quadratic loss dependency, a single (fixed) resistance is insufficient,
and the annual loss discrepancy is—at worst—38.6% for the studied scenar-
ios. As for the round trip efficiency, the discrepancy depends on the modelled
case and battery system size. Without pre-modelling knowledge, choosing an
adequate round trip efficiency is thus tricky.

The results also prove that cell losses cannot be ignored and that its effect
enhances with increased converter loading. For the studied scenarios, the cells’
contribution range between 22–45%.
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CHAPTER 6

Airport Micro Grid Modelling – PV and Battery to Aid
Transport Electrification

This chapter is based on Paper II and evaluates the techno-economic role
of PV and battery storage for Visby Airport with the use-case outlined in
Section 3.5. The airport is modelled as a micro grid in a forward-looking sce-
nario with increased energy and power demands from electric aviation (EA)
and electric vehicles (EVs). The evaluation includes four battery dispatch
operations—one of which is a novel algorithm—and their effect on grid in-
teraction (energy demand and peak powers), system self-consumption and
battery degradation. Figure 6.1 outlines the modelling procedure, including
the energy infrastructure power flows, input data, scenario analysis and result
generation.

6.1 Methodology

Electric Aviation and Vehicle Charging Demands
A simulation model [156] is used to quantify the power demand from EA
charging. The demand assumes 16 daily flights for six domestic short-haul
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Energy infrastructure

⇀ EA demand
⇀ EV demand
⇀ Airport demand
⇀ PV output
⇀ Electricity price
⇀ Power tariff
⇀ Battery specifications
⇀ Investment prices

Input data

Scenario assessment
⇀ Scenario 1
⇀ …
⇀ Scenario n

Techno-economic model Results

Figure 6.1: Modelling procedure outline.

flights (200 km), capable of transporting 300+ passengers in each direction
using a 19-seat aircraft. The EA use independent fast-charging with a SOC-
dependent power [156], [157] as

pEA
ch (SOC) =


2 C, if 40% ≥ SOC(t) > 0%
1 C, if 80% ≥ SOC(t) > 40%
0.5 C, otherwise

The EV charging demand is based on the flight schedule, with the number
of EVs arriving before each departure, NEV, calculated as

NEV =
(Nac

seatCFacSveh
pax

Nveh
pax

)
Se (6.1)

where Nac
seat is the seating capacity per aircraft, CFac the cabin factor, Sveh

pax
the share of passengers arriving by car, Nveh

pax the number of passengers per car,
and Se the share of electric vehicles in the car fleet. For each departure, NEV is
sampled from probability density functions for arrival time (in minutes before
the flight departure), parking duration, and battery SOC at arrival [Paper II].

Solar Photovoltaic Design and Modelling
Three locations for PV deployment were identified (Fig. 6.2), considering glare
risks to air traffic and aviation system [158] and glint from sun reflection, dis-
turbance of radio communication system and other instruments, and physical
obstacles at the airport. Location 1 is a ground-mounted system near the
airport building and communication tower. Location 2 is the parking space,
with roof-mounted PV panels, located relatively close to the Airport Traf-
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Figure 6.2: Potential locations for PV arrays at Visby Airport.

fic Control Tower with a potential risk of electromagnetic interference to the
communication system [159], [160]. Location 3 is a ground-mounted array
system southwest of the main airport building.

The array sizes are determined from the available space to maximise the
annual yield, and the output is modelled using a Typical Meteorological Year
(TMY), 10 km grid, Meteonorm weather and the HelioScope PV simulation
software [161]. In locations 1 and 3, the panels have a fixed tilt angle of 35◦,
due south (azimuth angle of 180◦) and an inter-row spacing of 4 meters. In
location 2, the solar panels are on the parking roof with a tilt angle of 5◦. For
most cases, the azimuth angles are based on the parking orientation (156◦).
Table 6.1 shows the spatial planning and performance.

Using (2.22), Fig. 6.3 shows the SC and SS for the three PV arrays (PVn)
and the aggregated generation (PVtot). The results include four load sce-
narios: ’All loads’ (BAU+EA+EV), BAU, EA, and EV. The load demand
consumes all generation from PV3 (Fig. 6.3a) in the BAU scenario—and con-
sequently also for ’All loads’—meaning that this array alone is relatively small
in comparison to the load demand and further proven by a SS below 10%
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Table 6.1: Solar array designs and specifications for the modelled locations.

Spatial planning PV1 PV2 PV3
Array area [m2] 12,732 6,968 2,880
Number of modules 2,632 3,168 556
Inter-row spacing [m] 4 – (rooftop) 4
Tilt anglea [◦] 35 5 35
Azimuth angle(s)a [◦] 180 156, 110 and 21b 180
Performance
Total array power [kW] 974 1,172 206
Annual yield [MWh] 1,083 1,125 230
Specific yield [kWh/kWp] 1,112 960 1,116
Performance ratio [%] 82.7 85.3 83.0
Shading loss [%] 4.3 0.1 4.0
aTilt and azimuth angles are fixed.
bTilt angle distribution: 38 kW at 21◦, 164 kW at 110◦ and 970 kW at 156◦.
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Figure 6.3: PV self-consumption (a) and self-sufficiency (b) for the PV arrays and
load scenarios.

(Fig. 6.3b). Locations 1 and 2 have comparable yields (see Table 6.1), and
despite the variation in azimuth angles, the effect on SC and SS is marginal.
In this work, PV1 is chosen considering the similar effect on the technical
performance as location 2 and the realisation challenges of location 2.
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Battery Dispatch Operations
Maximise Self-Consumption

The ’Target Zero’ (TZ) algorithm for maximising SC is adopted from [154]; see
Fig. D.1. The maximum charge and discharge powers, Pbatt, are constrained
by the battery’s power electronic converter and set to 80% (0.8 C) of the
energy capacity. This operation maximises the self-consumed PV and limits
grid energy import. The SOC range (SOCmin–SOCmax is modelled at 90-15%
(DOD = 75%). The battery efficiency (ηbatt) includes the battery converter
and cells [Paper I]. The battery voltage (ubatt), is adjusted for the next time
step using (2.1). Lastly, the battery SOC level, SOC(t + ∆t), is adjusted for
the next time step.

Peak Shaving

The peak shaving dispatch is done via a rule-based control strategy outlined
in Fig. D.2 and limits grid import to a target value set by the monthly peak
import. The control uses the available power cap—defined from the difference
between the instantaneous net demand and target value—to charge from the
grid (pnet(t)) to ensure sufficient SOC. Compared to the TZ algorithm, the
peak shaving algorithm uses an expanded DoD (85%) by lowering the min-
imum SOC limit to 5% (SOClb). Peak shaving psh(t) occurs whenever the
instantaneous net demand exceeds the monthly target. After each time step,
the target value is compared to the grid import; if the import exceeds the
target, a new target value is set. The power tariff is based on monthly perfor-
mance and reset to zero at the start of the month. The algorithm is modelled
with (Spv

PS) and without PV generation (SPS). The flowchart operation without
PV is shown in Fig. D.3.

Multi-Objective Dispatch

The proposed Multi-Objective (MO) dispatch combines maximised SC and
peak shaving in a rule-based operation. The operation is described in Fig. D.4.
The κ term ensures that:

• grid power is not used to charge the battery entirely (C3), and

• grid-charged energy is not used for discharge to cover the load demand
(C4).
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The MO include a seasonal variation of the minimum SOC level, socsv
min(t),

outlined in Fig. D.5. Here, socsv
min(t) is constrained by SOClb and SOCmax

from Fig. D.4: SOClb ≤ socsv
min(t) ≤ SOCmax. Similar with the peak shaving

in Fig. D.2 and D.3, the DoD is set between SOClb and SOCmax. The SOC
variation in Fig. D.5 is dictated by the PV export (pvexp(t)) from the previous
24h (dt). If PV is exported, socsv

min(t) reduces by δsoc, and if no export is done,
socsv

min(t) increases by δsoc. This work uses a δsoc of 5%. The minimum SOC
level thus has a clear seasonal variation depending on the preceding day’s
operation and the presence of PV export.

Airport Energy Scenarios
Four main scenarios are modelled and evaluated, with one scenario divided
into four sub-scenarios. The scenarios, Sx, are:

• SBAU—represents today’s situation and uses the measured load demand
from Section 3.5.

• SBAU with added EA and EV demands. This case quantifies the added
grid stress and energy demand from EA and EV and denotes the refer-
ence in the forward-looking scenario; Sref .

• Spv—added PV generation to the reference case, Sref .

• Added BESS to Sref with four battery control algorithms:
– STZ—Spv with battery dispatch to maximise self–consumption; see

Fig. D.1.
– SMO—Spv with MO battery dispatch; see Fig. D.4.
– Spv

PS—peak shaving with PV generation; see Fig. D.2.
– SPS—peak shaving without PV; see Fig. D.3.

The results from the battery scenarios quantify, on the one hand, the effect
of BESS and, on the other hand, the effect of the chosen battery dispatch
algorithm. Table 6.2 summarises the scenarios.

Battery Sizing and Design
As concluded in previous works, e.g., [91], [105], the effect of increased battery
size on the SC diminishes at a certain point, resulting in poor utilisation for
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Table 6.2: Scenario matrix for the airport energy infrastructure techno-economic
modelling.

SBAU Sref Spv STZ SMO Spv
PS SPS

Reference load demand
Electric Aviation
Electric Vehicle
Solar photovoltaic
Battery storage a b c d

aBattery control: Fig. D.1.
bBattery control: Fig. D.4–D.5.
cBattery control: Fig. D.2.
dBattery control: Fig. D.3.

larger sizes. Figure 6.4 shows the SC for STZ as a function of battery size
(Ebatt)/RBS. Marginal improvements in SC are observed for RBS>2. Thus,
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Figure 6.4: Self-consumption as a function of battery size (Ebatt)/RBS for
STZ. The vertical line shows the modelled size in this work
(2.2 MWh/RBS = 2).

to optimise the BESS for SC and maintaining good utilisation, an RBS = 2
is used in (4.19), resulting in an energy capacity, Ebatt, of 2.2 MWh.
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The nominal battery voltage (Ubatt
nom) is set to 800 VDC, and the battery are

given in Table 6.3 together with the parameterised values [98] for the cycle
degradation in (2.14).

Table 6.3: Technical specifications of the modelled battery pack [47] and the nu-
merical values for battery degradation [98].

Parameter Value
Qcell 12 Ah [47]
Ucell

nom 3.2 V [47]
Ubatt

nom 800 V
R 3 mΩ R per ncell in (2.1)

ncell 250 See (2.5)
mstrings 227 See (2.3)

B 30,300

[98]
−Ea −31,500
Rg 8.314
T 298
z 0.552

Economic Evaluation
The investment’s economic feasibility is assessed for its PBP considering the
annual net electricity bill, the savings from peak power tariffs charges and the
monetised battery degradation.

Using the 2018 Nordic electricity spot price (CNS) the hourly price for
bought electricity is calculated as

Cbuy(t) = (CNS(t) + Ctax + Cvar + Ccert + Csur) (6.2)

where Cvar is the variable grid charge, Ccert the price of bought electricity
certificates, Csur electricity surcharge, all with a VAT of 25%. The revenue
from sold electricity is set equal to the hourly spot price, CNS(t), as

Csell(t) = CNS(t) (6.3)

where CNS(t) are retrieved from Nord Pool [162]. Figure 6.5 shows the annual
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Figure 6.5: Hourly variation of bought (Cbuy) and sold (Csold) electricity in SE3,
Sweden from 2018.

hourly variation in bought (Cbuy) and sold (Csell) electricity in 2018 for SE3
in Sweden. The net electricity bill is calculated using (2.16).

In this work, the cash flow from peak power tariff charges is defined relative
Sref as

Cpeak =
[

M∑
m=1

max(pm
Sref

) −
M∑

m=1
max(pm

Sx)
]
Ct (6.4)

where max(pm
Sx) is the monthly peak power imports for month m and scenario

Sx, and Ct the peak power tariff ($/kW).
Considering the cash flows (CFs) from the net electricity bill (2.16) and

peak power tariff (6.4), the PBP from (2.17) is in this work calculated as,

PBP = I0∑
Cpeak + ∆Cnet(t)

(6.5)

where ∆Cnet(t) is the difference in electricity bill from the reference case (Sref),
with positive values for net savings for case Sx. Here, the initial investment,
IC, is the sum of the PV array and battery (when relevant) and calculated as

IPV
C = spv × Cpv (6.6)

Ibatt
C = sbatt × Cbatt (6.7)

where spv and sbatt are the PV and battery sizes, respectively, and Cpv and
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Table 6.4: Result summary of the power flow analyses for the studied cases.

SBAU Sref Spv STZ SMO Spv
PS SPS

Eload [MWh/a] 2,629 4,979 4,979 4,979 4,979 4,979 4,979
Eimport [MWh/a] 2,629 4,979 4,108 3,929 4,019 4,107 5,003
Peak import [kW] 749 1766 1707 1707 1192 1192 1233
PV SC [%] – – 80.0 98.3 88.6 80.4 –

Cbatt the relative prices (in $/kW and $/kWh). The nominal PV and battery
prices are set to 0.635 $/W [163] and 223 $/kWh [164], respectively.

6.2 Results and Discussion – Airport Microgrid
Modelling

Table 6.4 summarises the studied cases’ power flow analysis results. The
addition of EA and EV (Sref) almost doubles (+89.4%) the energy demand
(Eload) from today’s (SBAU) situation and with an annual peak power increase
of more than 1 MW. Without the addition of PV, the increased demand is
directly reflected in the import (Eimport). Adding PV (Spv) partly covers the
increased import (17.5%) but barely affects the peak demand. Scenario SPS
relies solely on battery charging from the grid and thus increases the energy
import (+0.5%) but shaves the peak demand (−533 kW). The inclusion of
storage and dispatch to maximise SC (STZ–SMO) partly cover the increased
demand (21.5 and 19.4%, respectively). STZ does little to the peak demand,
while SMO gives a significant reduction (−574 kW). Spv

PS operation for sole peak
shaving barely affects the SC relative to Spv but reduces the peak demand.

Figure 6.6 shows the monthly peak power imports for the scenarios (exclud-
ing SBAU). The addition of PV (Spv) shave peaks in April–September but is
merely a consequence of the coincidence of peak demand and PV genera-
tion. The coincidental peak shaving also applies when adding battery storage
operating with an SC objective (STZ). For the peak shaving algorithms (SMO–
SPS), the operations result in significantly lower peaks throughout the year.
Relative to Sref , the annually aggregated monthly peak shaving for STZ–SPS
are 0.50, 0.52, 6.20, 6.24, and 6.61 MW/a, respectively.

The proposed MO dispatch performs well compared to Spv
PS and SPS except
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Figure 6.6: Monthly peak power imports per scenario Sref–SDn

for July and September. The discrepancy in September is explained in Fig. 6.7
showing a comparison between SMO and Spv

PS from September 22nd. Fig-
ure 6.7a shows the net demand (PV – Load) and the power targets, Fig. 6.7b
the charge (positive) and peak shavings (negative), and Fig. 6.7c the battery
SOCs. Both manage to shave the initial peak at 10 AM (Fig. 6.7a) and af-
terwards use the grid to charge until the minimum SOC level (Fig. 6.7c). At
5 PM, another peak occurs and is fully shaved by Spv

PS but only partially for
SMO (−300 kW), generating a new target value for the latter. The difference
in SOC explains the discrepancy in performance (Fig. 6.7c), where Spv

PS strives
to keep it at maximum (90%) throughout. In contrast, the seasonal variation
outlined in Fig. D.5 dictates the minimum level for SMO. As PV export was
present in the preceding days, the minimum SOC is low to allow for PV stor-
age. At 6 PM, the grid is again used to charge the batteries, and the difference
in the cap—defined by the difference between target and net demand—allows
SMO to charge with a higher power; see Fig. 6.7b.

Effect of Battery Dispatch Algorithm on Battery Ageing
Using (2.14) and (2.15), the battery cycle degradation is calculated and shown
in Fig. 6.8. As the degradation is a function of energy throughput as per (2.14),
the degradation from STZ is marginal in the period late October to mid-
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Figure 6.7: Working principle of SMO and Spv
PS from September 22nd showing: (a)

net demand (PV − Load) and power targets, (b) battery charge (pos-
itive) and peak shaving (negative), and (c) battery SOCs.
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Figure 6.8: Battery cycle degradation per control algorithm.

Table 6.5: Annual BESS degradation, monetised degradation cost and equivalent
full cycles (EFCs) for the dispatch algorithms.

qloss [%/a] Cdeg [$/a] EFC [–]
STZ 3.5 17,010 82.2
SMO 3.7 18,078 81.0
Spv

PS 3.6 17,245 74.4
SPS 4.2 20,345 100.4

February, as this control relies on PV surplus for charging. Table 6.5 show
the annual degradation (qloss), monetised degradation cost (Cdeg), and the
number of equivalent full cycles (EFCs) for each battery dispatch algorithm.
Analysing the trend between EFCs and degradation demonstrates the effect
of DoD on degradation. Despite having the second most EFCs, STZ operation
(DoD = 75%) results in the lowest degradation.

Economic Assessment of PV and Battery Investment

Using (6.2)–(6.7) enables an economic assessment of the feasibility of PV and
battery investments. As aforementioned, the positive cash flow is calculated
relative to Sref . Figure 6.9 shows the PBP for Spv–SPS. For the nominal
economic assumptions, the following results are observed:
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• For all cases, the reduction in energy import is the primary source of
positive cash flow and determined from the hourly electricity pricing and
self-consumed PV energy.

• The scenario without battery storage, Spv, has the lowest PBP of 4.8 years,
with 98.2% of the savings from SC.

• For the battery scenarios with PV (STZ–Spv
PS), the proposed rule-based

multi-objective dispatch (SMO) has the lowest PBP. For the battery
cases, the relative monetary savings share from peak shaving are 1.7,
17.8, and 19.6%, respectively.

• As SPS relies on grid charging of the battery, the electricity bill is higher
than for Sref (+3,404 $/a), and with monetary savings from peak shav-
ing of 28,704 $/a. Considering that the degradation cost from Table 6.5
is comparable with the net savings (25,300 $/a), the investment is ques-
tionable from an economic point-of-view.
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SPS
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Figure 6.9: Payback period (PBP) for the nominal economic assumptions.

A sensitivity analysis of the PBP is made by varying the battery price,
Ibatt
C ∈ 100–300 $/kWh, and peak tariff, Ct ∈ 4.6–46 $/kW. Figure 6.10 shows

the PBP for the nominal battery size, the battery price ranges, and peak power
tariffs. For STZ (Fig. 6.10a), the battery price has a more significant effect
on the PBP than the peak power tariff, seen from the steep PBP slope. This
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Figure 6.10: PBP for: (a) STZ, (b) SMO, (c) Spv
PS, and (d) SPS, with varying

battery prices (Ibatt
C ) and peak power tariffs (Ct).

relation comes from the fact above that most of the positive cash flow (98.3%)
comes from reduced energy imports. As SMO and Spv

PS (Fig. 6.10b and 6.10c,
respectively) have a larger relative share of peak shaving monetary savings
(17.8 and 19.6%, respectively), these two are more sensitive to the peak power
tariff as seen from the flatter PBP slope. Without PV, the positive cash flow
for SPS relies entirely on the peak power tariff. With the nominal economic
assumptions, the PBP for SPS is the highest among the battery scenarios; see
Fig. 6.9. However, as seen in Fig. 6.10d, the PBP is very sensitive to the peak
power tariff. For example, doubling Ct more than halves the PBP.
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6.3 Conclusions – Airport Microgrid Modelling
This work includes a holistic analysis of the airport’s energy system in a
forward-looking scenario with increased energy and power demands from EA
and EV. The analysis examines the roles of PV and BESS from an airport
micro grid perspective. The effect of BESS with varying operational objectives
is compared and quantified, including the effect on battery degradation.

Adding EA and EV charging increases energy demand and–perhaps more
critically–peak power needs. This work demonstrates and quantifies these
effects for Visby Airport and the potential gains from on-site PV generation
and BESS. Specifically, it examines the PV SC, peak power shaving abilities,
and economic feasibility of the studied scenarios.

Substituting the short-haul flights with EA increases the annual load de-
mand by 89.4% and the annual peak power demand by 1 MW. With only
PV, the grid demand reduces by 871 MWh. The peak reduction, however, is
modest and a consequence of the coincidence of PV output and peak power
demand. Including BESS further reduce the grid demand from increased SC,
up to 18.3 percentage points for STZ compared to scenario Spv. The SC de-
pends on the battery dispatch. For the MO dispatch (SMO), the SC is 88.6%,
that is, 9.7 percentage points lower than STZ. However, SMO also includes
peak-shaving, and the peak reduction is 6.2 MW/a. The MO’s peak shav-
ing ability is competitive to sole peak shaving operation with PV; Spv

PS with
6.24 MW/a. The scenario with only the battery operating for peak shaving
(SPS) shows that the annual peak reduction is 6.61 MW.

An economic evaluation of the PBP for the PV and battery investments
demonstrates the sensitivity of battery price and peak power tariff. For STZ,
financially relying on the reduced demand of bought electricity (through SC),
the battery price affects the PBP more. The peak tariff significantly influences
the PBP for the other battery operations, especially for SPS, which solely relies
on peak shaving.

The proposed rule-based multi-objective battery dispatch (SMO) performs
well, considering both SC enhancement and peak shaving. Relative to Spv, it
enhances the SC with 8.6 percentage points and sufficiently shaves the power
peaks. Given the nominal economic assumptions, this operation has the lowest
PBP (6.9 years) among the battery scenarios. The MO operation also reduces
the battery’s idle period, resulting in an annual degradation (3.7%/a) in the
same order of magnitude as the others (3.5–4.2%/a).
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PV and Battery System Field Evaluation

Several examples of PR evaluations of PV systems are available in the litera-
ture, using any of the three variants introduced in Section 2; see (2.30), (2.33),
and (2.35). In [165], a utility-scale PV system is evaluated during eight years
of operation for its PR without considering the temperature correction. The
works in [166]–[168] acknowledge the temperature-dependency and perform
quantified comparisons of the three PR variants to highlight the necessity
to account for the temperature-correction. In [166], 22 mono-crystalline PV
systems around Italy are evaluated for the PR. Three of the 22 systems are
Building–Integrated PV (BIPV), and the other 19 are Building–Applied PV
(BAPV). The results confirm that the seasonal bias is less prominent when
accounting for temperature-corrections. Avoiding seasonal PR bias is also
confirmed in [167] via a simulation comparison of PRs for six locations and
PV systems. Despite the previous efforts, an aspect missing in the literature
is the empirical evaluation of PRs in a Northern climate and for various cell
technologies and installation variants (BAPV and BIPV).

This section is based on Papers VI and VII and evaluates the annual perfor-
mance of seven PV systems, comparing measured and expected outputs using
the PR and the effect of operating module temperature. Eight systems are
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also examined for annual SC and SS using measured data from operations in
Borås, Sweden.

7.1 Methodology

System Designs and Test Site Layout
The systems reflect the residential market in Sweden and cover the variance
in buyers’ choices regarding PV cell technology and level of roof integration:
BIPV (five systems) or BAPV (three systems). The systems also differ in PV
technology, i.e., thin film/crystalline, and the type of optimisation, i.e., module
or string. During the test, all systems were oriented due south (180 azimuth)
with a 45◦ tilt angle to the horizontal. The latter represents a suitable angle
at the site’s latitude to maximise the annual yield [126]. Table 7.1 shows
the specifications of the systems. The temperature coefficient (δ) refers to
the effect on power output. System F was equipped with battery storage
and operated against a residential load profile taken from measurements on
a Swedish single-family house, with an annual energy demand of 16.9 MWh
and a peak power demand of 6 kW.

Table 7.1: Technical specifications of the eight systems used for the performance
evaluation.

System identification
A B C D E F G H

Peak power [Wp] 3080 2975 3900 4080 3245 6200 4800 3289
BI(PV)/BA(PV) BI/BA BI BA BI BI BA BA BI
Cell technologya CIGS CdTe c-Si c-Si c-Si c-Si c-Si CIGS
Ebatt [kWh] – – – – – 5.7 – –
δb [%/K] −0.33 −0.21 −0.37 −0.41 −0.42 –c −0.37 −0.33
ac-Si = mono-crystalline silicon.
bRefers to the effect on the power output.
cNot included in the array analysis [Paper VI].

Data Acquisition
Energy output and irradiance measurements were recorded with a 30-second
temporal resolution and ambient and module temperatures with a 60-second
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Table 7.2: Measured data quantities.

Data Measurement Comment
ei System yield AC quantity after the PV inverter.

tim Module temperature 1–3 temperature sensors per system on
the back side of the module(s).

eload Load demand
eF Energy flows Specifically for system ’F’.

POA Irradiance Global in-plane solar irradiance.

resolution. Table 7.2 summarises the measured quantities. The temporal
resolution was selected based on related studies of the effect of the temporal
resolution on the usage profile and peak powers [105], [169]. In the evaluation,
the data was averaged to 10-minute values to match the requirement of Class B
data acquisition [113]. Before the evaluation, all data was pre-processed to
remove outliers and treated for missing data [170] per available methods [113],
[171], [172].

Battery Dispatch – System F
System F’s battery dispatch is done to maximise self-consumption, with charg-
ing from PV surplus (PV>Load) and discharging during PV deficit (PV<Load).
The battery’s SOC is kept within 7–97% with a power constraint of 4.6 kW.
In Fig. 7.1, the layout of System F is outlined, including measurement points
(Wh), load and grid interaction. Generated PV energy, with no charging from
the grid, is calculated as

pF(t) = pexp
inv (t) − pimp

inv (t) (7.1)

where pexp
inv (t) and pimp

inv (t) are the power exported and imported to/from the
inverter, respectively. In the presence of a battery, the PV output will not
follow the conventional output curve since surplus energy is stored in the
battery. Using (7.1), the battery and inverter losses are considered. With
the definition of PV output from (7.1), the share of self-consumed energy is
calculated as

ϑF
SC = 1 −

∫
pexp

grid(t)
pF(t) dt (7.2)
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Figure 7.1: System ’F’ layout including DC coupled battery storage and measure-
ment points (Wh).

where the ratio pexp
grid over pF gives the share of generated PV energy exported

to the grid. Similarly, the SS is defined by substituting the denominator with
the load demand.

As concluded in [104], a decisive factor for the system’s self-consumption
is the relative size of the PV array to the energy demand, where an increase
in size decreases the self-consumption. To quantify the additional gain in SC
and SS from the battery storage, the performance of System F is compared
to a re-scaled output of System G—having the same cell technology—using
their power ratios (see Table 7.1) as

pmod
G (t) = pG(t)PF

rated
PG

rated
(7.3)

where pG(t) is the output for System G, and PF
rated and PG

rated the rated powers
for Systems F and G, respectively.
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7.2 Results and Discussion – Field Evaluation

PV Array Evaluation – Effect of Module Operating
Temperature
The systems1 are evaluated for their PR using the definitions from (2.30),
(2.33), and (2.35). The measured power outputs are compensated for the
elevated temperature operation, and the annual yields are compared to the
measurements to quantify the effect of the module’s temperature dependency.

The weekly variation in PR for System A is shown in Fig. 7.2 using (2.30),
(2.33), and (2.35). A significant variation is observed during the winter period,
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Figure 7.2: Weekly variation in PR for system ’A’ using (2.30), (2.33), and (2.35).

despite the effort of reducing the seasonal variations with (2.33) and (2.35).
Without the temperature compensation, PR using (2.30) is lower than the
others for the periods with high irradiance and higher in the winter. However,
the absolute differences between the PRs are within ±0.05 annually. As for
the two temperature–compensated PRs, the results from System A show that
PRSTC is always higher than PRcorr. The reason for this is that the annual
weighted module temperature, Tavg,A

m from (2.36), is 30.8◦C and thus less than
25◦C as used in (2.34). Table 7.3 shows the weighted module temperatures
from (2.37) for all systems, with all exceeding the STC reference temperature

1System F is excluded from the PV array evaluation.
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Table 7.3: Calculated irradiance–weighted average annual module temperatures.

System identification
A B C D E G H

Tavg,i
m 30.6 34.5 26.9 31.0 30.3 26.6 38.3

(25◦C). The BIPV systems (B, D, E, and H in Table 7.1) have higher average
temperatures than the BAPV systems (C and G) and the hybrid (System A)
in-between.

The weekly variation in PR using (2.30), (2.33), and (2.35) for systems B–H
(excluding F) are shown in Fig. 7.3. The relative comparison between the PRs
follows the trends of System A, with PR being lower during the warmer peri-
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Figure 7.3: Weekly variation in PR for systems B–E and G–H using (2.30), (2.33),
and (2.35).
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Figure 7.4: Measured and temperature–corrected power outputs for System A.

ods and higher during the winter. A few exceptions are noted, though; one is
during December for System B, where the temperature-corrected PRs (PRSTC
and PRcorr) are higher than the non-corrected (PR), caused by missing module
temperature data, resulting in an overestimation of the temperature-corrected
values. Noticeable are the results for System’s C and G where PRSTC and
PRcorr remain lower than PR after the winter period. The temperature record-
ings explain the seasonal discrepancy; see Paper VI for further explanations
and the recorded module temperature as a function of irradiance2. System H’s
temperature-corrected PRs significantly overestimate the performance during
warmer periods caused by the physical location on top of an attic. For Sys-
tem H, the attic temperature affects the measured temperature, resulting in an
overestimation of the module temperature and a time shift in the temperature
curve due to the building’s inertia.

A comparison of the measured and temperature corrected powers from
(2.38) and (2.39) is shown in Fig. 7.4 for an arbitrary day’s operation with
clear-sky. The measured module temperature, tA

m, is also shown together with
the TSTC (25◦C) and the annual irradiance–average temperature, Tavg

m . The
measured power is higher in the morning when tA

m is lower than the reference
temperatures used in (2.34) and (2.36). Around 9 a.m., the module temper-

2The module temperature is also affected by the ambient temperature and wind speed,
but here the analysis is done only on the irradiance level since it is the factor used in
the PR equations.
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ature exceeds 25◦C and pSTC
A becomes higher than pA

measured. Similar, when
tAm>Tavg

m , pcorr.
A exceeds pA

measured. Since Tavg
m >25◦C for System A, the STC

compensated power using (2.38) will always be higher than the corresponding
value from (2.39).

From the temperature–corrected powers using (2.38) and (2.39), the annual
energy’s are compared with the measurements in Fig. 7.5. The STC compen-
sated energies are the highest due to the previous reasoning of Tavg

m >25 and
within 3.2% of the measured (except for System H); see Fig. 7.5b. The large
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Figure 7.5: Annual system performances showing: (a) temperature–corrected and
measured annual energies and (b) deviation relative to the measure-
ments.
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discrepancy for System H suggests that the measured module temperature
overestimates the actual experienced value. Using the irradiance–averaged
temperature correction, the difference is <1% to the measurements. As for
Ei

STC, where the power is corrected to the STC temperature, the temperature
compensated output is 1.0–3.2% higher, meaning that the losses due to the
elevated temperature are in the same magnitude.

Self-consumption and Self-sufficiency – Performance
Correlations and Effect of Battery Storage
As presented in [104], there is a negative correlation between SC and array
size. Figure 7.6 shows the resulting yearly SC as a function of array power
for the systems without a battery. A prerequisite for the hypothesis in [104]
is that the performance of each system is similar. Here, results confirm the
negative trend despite the variation in cell technology and the extent of roof
integration (BIPV or BAPV).
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Figure 7.6: Self-consumption as a function of array size for the residential building
energy demand.

In Fig. 7.7, the SS as a function of both array power and annual energy
output is presented for the systems without batteries. In [104], a positive
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correlation is observed between SS and array power, which is not confirmed
by these results. An explanation for this is that SS uses the absolute self-
consumed PV yield normalised by the load demand, unlike the SC that uses
the PV yield in the denominator; see (2.22). Comparing the SS with the
energy output is more relevant to capturing the effect of the difference in cell
technologies and roof integration. The output better reflects the system’s
performance and presents a more relevant index for this correlation. So, when
comparing the SS with energy output, a positive correlation is identified.
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Figure 7.7: Self-sufficiency as a function of array power and energy output for the
systems without battery storage.

The resulting SC for the modified output profile from (7.3) is presented
together with the calculated SC for System F in Fig. 7.8. The added gains
(line and box plot of annual spread) are also included from the inclusion of
battery storage, ∆SC. There are no observed gains during the winter period
where both systems give 100% SC, and this is due to the low PV outputs
relative to the energy demand. Instead, the gain from the battery is observed
during periods with PV surplus, with a peak SC gain of 30 percentage points.
In absolute terms, the battery increases the self-consumption annually by
738 kWh.

In Fig. 7.9, the effect from the battery is shown for SS using the same
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Figure 7.8: Weekly self-consumption with and without battery storage (left) and
difference (right) in percentage points (pp).

methodology with the modified output profile. Peak gains with battery reach
above 40 percentage points during the summer. The battery also has a nega-
tive effect during the winter—this is also noted for the SC—from standby en-
ergy during periods with limited PV surplus. This standby energy is counted
as a negative output from the system as per (7.1). Annually, the system
without storage has a SC of 50%, while the battery equivalent is at 70%.
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Figure 7.9: Weekly self-sufficiency with and without battery storage (left) and
difference (right) in percentage points (pp).
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7.3 Conclusions – Field Evaluation

PV Array Evaluation
Seven systems with varying cell technology and roof–integration were exam-
ined for their PR and the effect of module operating temperature. Results
show a significant seasonal variation despite the evaluation method, conclud-
ing that the low radiation during the winter period makes PR estimations
highly uncertain.

The annual effect of elevated module temperature operation on the energy
yield shows that the losses are 1% for the BAPV-mounted c-Si technologies.
The BIPV mounting of the same technology—with the modules having a
higher temperature dependency—adds 2 percentage points to the losses.

Results show that the temperature correction using the annual irradiance–
average module temperature coincides well with the yearly PR and annual
energy yield measurements.

Self-consumption and Self-sufficiency
The effect of battery storage on SC and SS is examined for eight systems
operated with a single-family residential building load profile in Swedish. The
results test the hypotheses presented in [104] and examine the correlations
between SC, SS, and array size. Results confirm the negative correlation
between SC and size despite the variation in system designs. However, there
is no clear correlation between SS and size. A correlation is, however, found
for SS and annual yield, considering the difference in system design, as the
yield better reflects the performance when comparing various designs.

A comparison of two PV arrays shows gains up to 30 and 40 percentage
points in SC and SS, respectively, with battery storage. In absolute terms, the
battery adds 738 kWh/a in self-consumed PV energy. The weekly performance
shows that the effect of the battery, for the chosen battery dispatch algorithm,
is negative during the winter. The negative effect on SC in the winter is caused
by standby usage, which negatively affects SC and SS. The results highlight
the drawback of single-objective battery operation for SC maximisation in
a Nordic Climate, resulting in extensive idle periods and negatively affecting
battery utilisation and degradation. A suggestion for future works—supported
by the findings from this work—is multi-objective battery operation.
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CHAPTER 8

SUMMARY OF INCLUDED PAPERS

8.1 Paper I
Patrik Ollas, Torbjörn Thiringer, Mattias Persson, Caroline Markus-
son
Battery loss prediction using various loss models: A case study for a
residential building
Published in Journal of Energy Storage,
vol. 70, no. 15, Oct. 2023.
10.1016/j.est.2023.108048.

This work compares and quantifies the annual losses for three battery system
loss representations in a case study for a residential building with solar photo-
voltaic (PV). Two loss representations consider the varying operating condi-
tions and use the measured performance of battery power electronic converters
(PECs) but differ in using either a constant or current-dependent internal bat-
tery cell resistance. The third representation is load-independent and uses a
(fixed) round trip efficiency. The work uses sub-hourly measurements of the
load and PV profiles and includes the results from varying PV and battery size
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combinations. The results reveal an inadequacy of using a constant battery
internal resistance and quantify the annual loss discrepancy to –38.6%, com-
pared to a case with current-dependent internal resistance. The results also
show the flaw of modelling the battery system’s efficiency with a fixed round
trip efficiency, with loss discrepancy variation between –5 to 17% depending
on the scenario. Furthermore, the necessity of accounting for the cell’s loss is
highlighted, and its dependence on converter loading is quantified.

8.2 Paper II
Patrik Ollas, Sara Ghaem Sigarchian, Hampus Alfredsson, Jennifer
Leijon, Jessica Santos Döhler, Christoffer Aalhuizen, Torbjörn Thiringer,
Karin Thomas
Evaluating the role of solar photovoltaic and battery storage in support-
ing electric aviation and vehicle infrastructure at Visby Airport
Published in Applied Energy,
vol. 352, 2023.
10.1016/j.apenergy.2023.121946.

Following the societal electrification trend, airports face an inevitable transi-
tion of increased electric demand, driven by electric vehicles (EVs) and the
potential rise of electric aviation (EA). For aviation, short-haul flights are
first in line for fuel exchange to electrified transportation. This work stud-
ies the airport of Visby, Sweden and the effect on the electrical power sys-
tem from EA and EV charging. It uses the measured airport load demand
from one year’s operation and simulated EA and EV charging profiles. Solar
photovoltaic (PV) and electrical battery energy storage systems (BESS) are
modelled to analyse the potential techno-economical gains. The BESS charge
and discharge control are modelled in four ways, including a novel multi-
objective (MO) dispatch to combine self-consumption (SC) enhancement and
peak power shaving. Each model scenario is compared for peak power shav-
ing ability, SC rate and pay-back-period (PBP). The BESS controls are also
evaluated for annual degradation and associated cost. The results show that
the novel MO dispatch performs well for peak shaving and SC, effectively re-
ducing the BESS’s idle periods. The MO dispatch also results in the battery
controls’ lowest PBP (6.9 years) using the nominal economic parameters. Fur-
thermore, a sensitivity analysis for the PBP shows that the peak power tariff
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significantly influences the PBP for BESS investment.

8.3 Paper III
Patrik Ollas, Torbjörn Thiringer, Caroline Markusson
Energy Loss Savings Using Direct Current Distribution in a Residential
Building with Solar Photovoltaic and Battery Storage
Published in MDPI Energies (2023),
vol. 16, no. 3, pp. 1131.
10.3390/en16031131.

This work presents a comparison of alternating current (AC) and direct cur-
rent (DC) distribution systems for a residential building equipped with so-
lar photovoltaic (PV) generation and battery storage. Using measured PV
and load data from a residential building in Sweden, the study evaluated
the annual losses, PV utilization, and energy savings of the two topologies.
The analysis considered the load-dependent efficiency characteristics of power
electronic converters (PECs) and battery storage to account for variations in
operating conditions. The results show that DC distribution, coupled with PV
generation and battery storage, offered significant loss savings due to lower
conversion losses than the AC case. Assuming fixed efficiency for conversion
gave a 34% yearly loss discrepancy compared with the case of implementing
load-dependent losses. The results also highlight the effect on annual sys-
tem losses of adding PV and battery storage of varying sizes. A yearly loss
reduction of 15.8% was achieved with DC operation for the studied residen-
tial building when adding PV and battery storage. Additionally, the analysis
of daily and seasonal variations in performance revealed under what circum-
stances DC could outperform AC and how the magnitude of the savings could
vary with time.

8.4 Paper IV
Patrik Ollas, Torbjörn Thiringer, Huijuan Chen, Caroline Markusson
Increased photovoltaic utilisation from direct current distribution: Quan-
tification of geographical location impact
Published in Progress in Photovoltaics: Research and Applications,
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vol. 29, no. 7, pp. 846–856, July 2021.
10.1002/pip.3407.

In this paper, the performance of a direct current (DC) distribution system
is modelled for a single-family residential building and compared with a con-
ventional alternating current (AC) system to quantify the potential energy
savings and gains in photovoltaic (PV) utilisation. The modelling is made
for two different climates to quantify the impact of the geographical location.
Results show that the system losses are reduced by 19–46% and the PV utili-
sation increased by 3.9–7.4% when using a DC distribution system compared
to an AC equivalent, resulting in system efficiency gains in the range of 1.3–
8.8%. Furthermore, it is shown that the geographical location has some effect
on the system’s performance and PV utilisation, but most importantly, the
grid interaction is paramount for the performance of the DC topology.

8.5 Paper V
Patrik Ollas, Torbjörn Thiringer, Mattias Persson
Enhanced DC building distribution performance using a modular grid-
tied converter design
Submitted manuscript.

With the market expansion of solar photovoltaic (PV) and stationary battery
systems, DC distribution has gained momentum, potentially reducing internal
building conversion losses. This article presents a demonstration and quantifi-
cation of energy loss savings in a DC-powered home using a modular converter
for the grid connection. Two methods, utilising software and hardware config-
urations, are showcased to improve DC distribution: (i) a novel rule-based bat-
tery dual-objective operation (DOO) and (ii) a modular Master–Slave design
of the grid-tied converter (GC). Both methods use the GC’s load-dependent
efficiency characteristic, eliminating partial-load GC operation and enhancing
energy efficiency. The work uses measured PV and load demand to evalu-
ate the techno-economic performance of the methods compared to AC and
DC reference cases. Furthermore, the techno-economic implications of bat-
tery degradation are analysed. The results show that the DOO eliminates
GC partial-load operation at the cost of increased battery usage, resulting in
marginal net savings. In contrast, the modular converter design significantly
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reduces losses: −157 kWh/a (−31%) and −121 kWh/a (−26%), respectively,
relative to the DC and AC references. The Lifetime Operating Cost (LOC)
comparison shows savings from DC in the range of $80 to $399 compared to
AC.

8.6 Paper VI
Patrik Ollas, Jon Persson and Peter Kovacs
Technical Performance Evaluation of BIPV and BAPV Systems
38th European Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference and Exhibition,
2021
10.4229/EUPVSEC20212021-5DO.3.5.

This work evaluates seven residential solar photovoltaic systems for their
technical performance under a full year’s operation in Sweden. The system
technologies are selected to reflect available products on the Swedish mar-
ket and include three building-attached (BAPV) and five building-integrated
(BIPV) systems. The evaluation is done for the Performance Ratio (PR) and
temperature-corrected PR, and the results highlight the seasonal variation
and effect of the modules’ temperature dependency. The annual losses due
to operation at elevated temperatures are also quantified for each system, us-
ing a temperature-compensated power output, and the results show that the
losses are 1–3.2% on the measured yield, depending on the PV technology and
extent of roof integration (BIPV or BAPV).

8.7 Paper VII
Patrik Ollas, Jon Persson and Peter Kovacs
Effect of Energy Storage on Self-Consumption and Self-Sufficiency: A
Field Study in a Nordic Climate
38th European Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference and Exhibition,
2021
10.4229/EUPVSEC20212021-6BV.5.16.

This paper examines the variation in self-consumption (SC) and self-sufficiency
(SS) for eight residential-size solar photovoltaic systems under Nordic climate
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conditions. The work uses measured photovoltaic array performances with
a 30-second temporal resolution and is evaluated for an entire year’s oper-
ation. One of the systems is operated with battery storage to examine the
effect on the system’s SC and SS, where the simulated load profile is taken
from a single-family residential building in Sweden. The results show a con-
sistent negative correlation between array size and SC. The relation between
array size and SS is more sensitive and affected by the mix of PV technologies
represented in the test. Adding battery storage increases the weekly SC by
0–30 percentage points. Furthermore, the variation of SC and SS follows the
seasonal variation in solar resource and load size and illustrates the battery’s
eventual redundancy in the winter when the battery’s objective function is to
maximise SC.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK

Conclusions

This thesis assesses the viability of internal direct current (DC) building dis-
tribution, solar photovoltaic (PV) generation and stationary battery storage.
The included papers and the results examine these viabilities for various build-
ing types and scenarios.

First and foremost, ignoring the load-dependant characteristics of the power
electronic converter (PEC) efficiencies or the battery cell’s internal resis-
tance when studying energy losses in buildings is proven erroneous in Pa-
pers III and IV and for the battery system in Paper I. For the comparison
of AC and DC distribution for a single-family building, the use of a constant
efficiency for the grid-tied converter (GC) results in an underestimation of
the losses by 34% (63 kWh/a) and 29% (110 kWh/a). Using the battery
round trip approximation for the battery system losses results in annual loss
discrepancies between −5% to 29%, depending on the scenario.

Secondly, the techno-economic potential for DC building distribution is
proven dependent on the building type, PV and load correlation, the PEC
design, and the inclusion of DC sources (PV and battery storage). From the
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modelling of the single-family building in Borås and considering the PEC’s
load-dependent characteristics, the results show that the inclusion of PV alone
is not enough to achieve loss savings with DC operation; +6.7% and +5.4%
for a PV-to-load share of 50% and 100%, respectively. However, adding bat-
tery storage, DC operation reduces the losses for the same case by −15.8%
to −17.7%, depending on the PV and battery sizing. For the three office
buildings in Gothenburg, Denver and Phoenix, the results confirm the posi-
tive effect of PV and load correlation on DC loss savings, where the two latter
cases show savings from the mere inclusion of PV (without storage). At the
same time, a battery is needed in Gothenburg to achieve savings. The para-
metric sweep of PV and battery sizes highlights the effect of GC sizing, where
a GC that is too large results in more frequent partial-load operation with
higher relative losses. The parametric sweep shows that peak savings for the
three locations occur for the largest battery size and a PV-to-load share of
50% in Gothenburg (−24%), 75% in Denver (−36%), and 100% in Phoenix
(−39%).

Thirdly, a modular GC design with a smaller and larger converter operated
in parallel is presented to reduce the effect of the GC losses on the DC per-
formance. For an optimal 15/85% size configuration, DC operation results in
a 26% loss reduction compared to AC for the single-family residential build-
ing. The same GC size distribution for an office building results in more than
40% (−13 MWh/a) loss reduction. The GC design primarily enhances the
performance for scenarios with smaller or no battery storage, reducing the ef-
fect of partial load GC operation. For Gothenburg—with the most significant
relative gains from GC design operation—and the scenarios without battery
storage, the GC design enables loss savings relative to AC even without bat-
tery storage, in contrast to the reference operation with χ = 0%.

Moreover, the battery representation from Paper I—derived from experi-
mental measurements on a cell—has proven accurate in modelling the current–
voltage characteristics, with an RMSE<7 mV relative to the measurements.
Significant loss discrepancies are shown for the other two models (round trip
efficiency and fixed internal resistance, R0) for annual battery system losses:
−5 to 29% for the round trip approximation and −21 to −39% using R0. The
results also prove that cell losses cannot be ignored and that its effect is en-
hanced with increased converter loading. The cells’ loss contribution ranges
between 22% and 45% depending on the studied scenarios.
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Furthermore, the electrification of the transport sector is a significant chal-
lenge for the electric grid. Paper II examines this challenge for a domestic
airport in Sweden and a forward-looking scenario with electric aviation (EA)
and electric vehicles (EVs), presenting significant increases in energy (+89.4%)
and power demands (+1 MW) compared to today’s situation. Including PV
reduces energy grid imports (−871 MWh/a) from self-consumption (SC) while
marginally affecting the peak power imports. In contrast, including battery
storage—depending on the operation algorithm—affects both the grid import
demand and peak powers. The PV and battery investments’ payback period
(PBP) is promising, depending on the economic assumptions of battery in-
vestment price and peak power tariff. A sensitivity analysis shows the effect
on PBP depending on the battery operation algorithm. The techno-economic
performance of the proposed novel battery operation is proven feasible, with
a PBP of 6.9 years for the nominal economic assumptions.

Lastly, in Paper VII, the effect on SC and self-sufficiency from the battery
showed gains up to 30 to 40 percentage points (up to 738 kWh/a). How-
ever, most importantly, the empirical evaluation of single-objective battery
operation for SC maximisation in a Nordic climate showed poor battery utili-
sation during periods of low irradiance and highlighted the necessity for multi-
objective battery operation for optimal usage.

Finally, building energy modelling is complex and requires accurate models
of the components for representative performance results. This work com-
pares and quantifies the erroneous use of simple assumptions compared to
empirically derived models. On top of that, the effect of component sizing
is examined, and its effects are highlighted. To conclude, a recommendation
from the author when modelling the performance of building energy systems
is to use PEC and battery models that account for the load-dependant char-
acteristics and to perform a parametric sweep for crucial component sizes.
Abiding by this will get you one step further towards accurately modelling
optimal building energy performance.

Future Work
Research efforts are identified to deepen the analysis based on the works in
this thesis. Here are a few suggestions:

• Previous efforts on techno-economic studies on AC and DC distribution
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are typically based on single or homogeneous load profiles, e.g., [14], [43],
[52], [53]. Analysis of more extensive and heterogeneous data sets is re-
quired to deepen the understanding of DC viability, preferably including
various building types and statistical examinations of decisive factors.
Furthermore, such a study could be combined with a more thorough
design of the PV arrays to enhance the load correlation [173].

• Electric Vehicles (EVs) with vehicle–to–home (V2H) abilities with inter-
nal DC distribution is an interesting case to investigate further. Unlock-
ing the EV potential for external services offers great potential, espe-
cially for building DC distribution as an inherited DC source. Research
questions include: How is the loss savings potential affected by V2H,
and to what extent could it replace or complement stationary storage?

• As concluded in Paper II, the proposed multi-objective (MO) battery
dispatch could be further examined. One suggestion is to perform a
sensitivity analysis on the δsoc (±5% in Paper II). The dispatch shall
also be applied to other cases to test its viability. Currently, the MO
dispatch combines SC maximisation and peak power shaving. An exten-
sion of this includes other combinations of battery services that could
be applied, e.g., grid services and market arbitrage.

• This work examines the viability of PV, battery storage and DC dis-
tribution from a building’s perspective. For a continuation, the system
boundary could be expanded to include the external grid and the inter-
play between buildings. The consequence of PV and battery storage on
the grid is well-known, but the aspect of DC could be explored further
considering power quality.

• This work briefly touches upon the economic aspect of building DC
distribution. Although considering the uncertainties in DC investment
prices [144], the economic viability of DC operation could be further
investigated.
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APPENDIX A

Taxonomy Table of Previous Works on DC Building
Distribution

Table A.1 shows a taxonomy table of related journal publications on tech-
nical comparisons of AC and DC building distribution, including the works
in Papers III–V (PIII–V) and the unpublished work for the office building.
Each work is evaluated for case studied (Residential or Commercial building),
data profiles (Synthetic or Measured), consideration of PEC and battery load-
dependant (f(s)) or Fixed efficiencies, the inclusion of DC sources and studied
time period (Day(s) or Annual operation).
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Table A.1: Taxonomy table of publications on AC vs. DC in buildings; methods,
data profiles, DC sources included, data period analysed and presented
energy savings.

PEC eff. Data BESS eff. Sources Period Savings⋆

Ref. Case f(s) Fixed Synth. Meas. f(s) Fixed PV Battery Day(s) Ann. %
[55] Res. ( )a 9–20b

[42] Res. c 5d

[43] Res. – – e 4–10%f

[49] Res. – – e −6/−2%
[50] Res. ( )g g –h

[11] Com. ( )g 1–18%i

[48] Res. – – –h

[53] Com. 5%
[14] Com. ( )j 2–5%
[52] Res. ( )k – – –h

PIII Res.

Se
ct

io
n

4

PIV Res.
PV Res.

Unpub. Com.
⋆ Savings are either reported as energy savings in [42], [53], [55], or as system efficiency
savings [11], [14], [43], [48]–[50]. For a definition of the system efficiency, see [11].
a Presents max and min values for the converters and claims that the same efficiency
degradation is used for the AC/DC and DC/DC PECs. However, whether the loss analysis
considers the full efficiency range is unclear.
b The savings increase to 14–25% with battery storage.
c Acknowledge the efficiency degradation at part-load but only consider a single efficiency
point below 20% of full-load operation.
d The savings increase to 14% with battery storage.
e Not explicitly mentioned, but it seems that the analysis is done for annual operation.
f The savings depend on the DC distribution voltage (48–380 VDC) and wire gauge.
g Presents efficiency curves for the PECs but only down to 10% part load. Thus, it is
unclear how the efficiency is treated in loading cases below 10%.
h Only compared for a single day’s operation and thus not relevant to present the savings.
i The span represents the result from parametric simulations with varying PV and battery
sizes for a small and medium zero net energy office building.
j Presents PEC efficiency curves down to 20% part-load operation, but how the efficiency
is treated below that loading is unclear.
k It remains unclear how the converter losses are treated.
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APPENDIX B

Complementary Tables and Figures – AC vs DC
Distribution Comparison

B.1 Single-family buildings – Borås and Phoenix
Tables B.1 and B.2 give numerical summaries of the results for the simulated
single-family residential buildings in Borås and Phoenix with AC and DC
distribution and the two PV and battery systems.
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Table B.1: Numerical summary of the results for Borås, Sweden, with AC and
DC distribution and the two modelled PV and battery systems.

3.6 kWp/0 kWh 3.6 kWp/7.5 kWh
AC DC1 Diff.a [%] AC DC1 Diff.a [%]

Losses [kWh/a] 671 544 −19.0 831 556 −33.1
Grid-tied converter 0 353 0 288
Battery converter 0 0 125 39
PV converter 235 77 235 77
Battery cells 0 0 35 38
Rect. (AC/DC) 322 0 322 0
Conversion (DC/DC) 114 114 114 114
κsystem [%] 93.8 94.9 +1.2 92.3 94.8 +2.7
κpv [%] 94.0 98.0 +4.3 89.9 96.1 +6.9
a’Diff.’ refers to the difference relative AC performance.

Table B.2: Numerical summary of the results for Phoenix, USA, with AC and
DC distribution and the two modelled PV and battery systems.

3.6 kWp/0 kWh 3.6 kWp/7.5 kWh
AC DC1 Diff.a [%] AC DC1 Diff.a [%]

Losses [kWh/a] 908 649 −28.5 1222 689 −43.6
Grid-tied converter 0 384 0 267
Battery converter 0 0 243 77
PV converter 436 151 436 151
Battery cells 0 0 71 80
Rect. (AC/DC) 358 0 358 0
Conversion (DC/DC) 114 114 114 114
κsystem [%] 92.4 94.6 +2.4 89.8 94.2 +4.9
κpv [%] 94.2 98.0 +4.0 90.1 95.9 +6.4
a’Diff.’ refers to the difference relative AC performance.
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B.2 Office Buildings – Gothenburg, Denver and Phoenix

B.2 Office Buildings – Gothenburg, Denver and
Phoenix

Figure B.1 shows the absolute annual loss savings from DC distribution in
an office building located in Gothenburg (top), Denver (middle), and Phoenix
(bottom). The results are shown for RBS (0–1.5 kWh/kWp) and PV-to-load
share (0–150%).

Figures B.2 and B.3 show the relative and absolute effect on the DC per-
formance from modular GG design and for varying size distribution (χ) and
RBS. The comparison is for a PV-to-load share of 100%. For the same PV-
to-load share, the absolute savings for modular GC design compared to AC
and varying RBS is shown in Fig. B.4.
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Figure B.1: Absolute effect on annual losses (DC – AC) from varying PV and
battery sizes for: Gothenburg (top), Denver (middle), and Phoenix
(bottom). The dashed lines are the reference PV sizes from Table 3.4.
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Figure B.2: Relative effect on DC loss savings from modular GC operation with
varying design (χ) and battery size for Gothenburg (top), Denver
(middle), and Phoenix (bottom). The PV-to-load share is 100%.
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Figure B.3: Absolute effect on DC performance from modular GC design and vary-
ing size distribution (χ) and battery storage for Gothenburg (top),
Denver (middle), and Phoenix (bottom). The PV-to-load share is
100%.
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Figure B.4: Absolute loss savings from modular DC operation versus AC with
varying GC load distribution (χ) and battery size for Gothenburg
(top), Denver (middle), and Phoenix (bottom).
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APPENDIX C

Converter Characteristics and Numerical Values for
Curve-Fits

C.1 Modelled converters
Table C.1 shows the technical specifications of the measured DC converters,
Fig. C.1 the measurements (markers) and curve-fits, and Table C.2 the nu-
merical values for the curve-fitted efficiency characteristics used in (3.2).

C.2 Internal Cell Resistance as a Function of
Current

Table C.3 shows the numerical values for the curve-fitted internal battery cell
resistance as a function of current used in (5.2).
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Table C.1: Technical specifications of the measured power electronic converters.

Converter Quantity Unit Value

Bi-directional (AC/DC)

Prated kVA 14
UAC

RMS VAC 400
IDC
max A ±20

UDC VDC ±380

Bi-directional (DC/DC)

Prated kVA 6
Ubatt VDC 120–720
Ibatt A ±10
UDC VDC 740–780a

IDC A 9

Unidirectional (DC/DC)

Prated kVA 6
UOCV

max VDC 1000
ISC
max A 9.5

UMPP VDC 120–720
UDC VDC 740–780a

IDC
max A 9

aNominal voltage: 760 VDC.
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Figure C.1: Measured converter efficiency (markers) and curve fits (solid lines).
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C.2 Internal Cell Resistance as a Function of Current

Table C.2: Numerical values for the modelled converters in (3.2).
DC/DCch. DC/DCdis. PVinv AC/DC DC/AC

k1 0.9887 0.9876 0.9843 0.9617 0.9621
k2 4.8 × 10−7 4.2 × 10−6 7.3 × 10−6 0.607 0.662
k3 −3.1 × 10−9 −4.6 × 10−10 −9.9 × 10−11 −4.7 × 10−7 −4.3 × 10−8

m1 0.0021 0.0028 0.0015 0.615 0.667
m2 1.78 × 10−5 2.07 × 10−5 4.6 × 10−6 0.003 0.002
R2 1.000 1.000 0.999 0.999 1.000
RMSE 0.0019 0.0014 0.0024 0.0019 0.0008

Table C.3: Numerical values from the curve fit in (5.2) for the internal resistance
variation in the battery cell as a function of current.

Coefficient Value
p1 −0.4651 × 10−3

p2 17.96 × 10−3

p3 23.02 × 10−3

q1 15.79 × 10−3

R2 1
RMSE 0.5171 × 10−3
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Appendix D Battery Dispatch Flow-Charts

Start

pv(t), load(t), SOC(t), ηbatt(s),
Pbatt, SOCmin, SOCmax

pv(t) < load(t)

SOC(t) > SOCmin

pdis(t) = max[SOCmin−SOC(t),
pv(t) − load(t), −Pbatt]/ηbatt(s)

pgrid(t) = pdis(t) + load(t) − pv(t)

pgrid(t) = load(t) − pv(t)

SOC(t) < SOCmax

pch(t) = max[SOCmax−SOC(t),
pv(t) − load(t), Pmax]ηbatt(s)

pvexp(t) = pv(t) − load(t) − pch(t)

pvexp(t) = pv(t) − load(t)

pvexp(t), p⋆
batt(t), pgrid(t),

ibatt(t) = p⋆
batt(t)/ubatt(t),

ubatt(t + ∆t) = uocv(SOC) + rbatt(ibatt)ibatt(t),
SOC(t + ∆t) = SOC(t) +

∫
ibatt(t)dt/Qrated

batt

Stop p⋆
batt(t)=|pdis(t) + pch(t)|

YesNo

Yes

No

Yes

No

Figure D.1: Flow chart of battery charge and discharge control to maximise self-
consumption.
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Start

load(t), pv(t), net(t), target(t), SOC(t),
ebatt(t), m(t), Pmax, SOClb, SOCmax

net(t) < 0

net(t) < target(t)
&& m(t) = m(t − 1)
&& SOC(t) > SOClb

net(t) > target(t) &&
SOC(t) < SOCmax

SOC(t) < SOCmax

psh(t)=min[|−pv(t) +
load(t) + target(t)|, (SOC(t) −

SOClb)ebatt(t),Pmax]

pnet(t)=min[(SOCmax −
SOC(t))ebatt(t), |target(t) +
load(t) − pv(t)|,Pmax]

pgrid(t)=net(t)−pnet(t)+psh(t)

pch(t)=min[(SOCmax −
SOC(t))ebatt(t), net(t),Pmax],

pvexp(t) = net(t) − pch(t)

pvexp(t)=net(t)

pvexp(t), p⋆
batt(t), pgrid(t),

ibatt(t)=p⋆
batt(t)/ubatt(t),

ubatt(t + ∆t)=uocv(SOC) + Ribatt(t),
SOC(t + ∆t)=SOC(t) +

∫
ibatt(t)dt/Qrated

batt
ebatt(t + ∆t)=ebatt(t)(1−qloss(t))

p⋆
batt(t)=|pnet(t) + psh(t) + pch(t)|

Stop

C1

C2

C3

C4

YesNo

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Figure D.2: Flow chart of battery charge and discharge control for peak-shaving
with PV.
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Start

load(t), SOC(t), target(t), ebatt(t),
m(t), Pmax, SOClb, SOCmax

−load(t) < target(t)
&& m(t) = m(t − 1)
&& SOC(t) > SOClb

load(t) > target(t)
&& SOC(t) < SOCmax

psh(t)=min[|load(t) +
target(t)|, (SOC(t) −
SOClb)ebatt(t),Pmax]

pnet(t)=min[(SOCmax −
SOC(t))ebatt(t), |target(t) +

load(t)|,Pmax]

pgrid(t)=−load(t) −
pnet(t) + psh(t)

p⋆
batt(t), pgrid(t),

ibatt(t)=p⋆
batt(t)/ubatt(t),

ubatt(t + ∆t)=uocv(SOC) + Ribatt(t),
SOC(t + ∆t)=SOC(t) +

∫
ibatt(t)dt/Qrated

batt
ebatt(t + ∆t)=ebatt(t)(1−qloss(t))

p⋆
batt(t)=|pnet(t) + psh(t)|

Stop

C1

C2

Yes

No

Yes

No

Figure D.3: Flow chart of battery charge and discharge control for peak-shaving
without PV.
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Start

pv(t), load(t), net(t), SOC(t), ebatt(t), m(t),
Pmax, SOClb, socsv

min(t), SOCmax, κ(t-1)

net(t) < 0

net(t) < target(t) &&
m(t) = m(t − ∆t)

&& SOC(t) > SOClb

net(t) > target(t) &&
SOC(t) < socsv

min(t)
&& κ(t − 1) ̸= 1

SOC(t) > socsv
min(t)

&& max[psh(t−23:t)]=0
&& κ(t − 1) ̸= 1

SOC(t) < SOCmax

psh(t)=min[|load(t) −
pv(t) + target(t)|, (SOC(t) −

SOClb)ebatt(t),Pmax]

pnet(t)=min[(socsv
min(t) −

SOC(t))ebatt(t), |target(t) +
load(t) − pv(t)|],

κ(t) = 1

pdis(t)=max[(socsv
min(t) −

SOC(t))ebatt(t), net(t),−Pmax]

pgrid(t)=net(t) −
pnet(t) + psh(t) + pdis(t)]

pch(t)=min[(SOCmax −
SOC(t))ebatt(t), net(t),Pmax],

pvexp(t)=net(t) − pch(t)

pvexp(t)=net(t)

pvexp(t), p⋆
batt(t), pgrid(t), κ(t),

ibatt(t)=p⋆
batt(t)/ubatt(t),

ubatt(t + ∆t)=uocv(SOC) + Ribatt(t),
SOC(t + ∆t)=SOC(t) +

∫
ibatt(t)dt/Qrated

batt
ebatt(t + ∆t)=ebatt(t)(1−qloss(t))

p⋆
batt(t)=|pch(t) + pnet(t) + pdis(t) + psh(t)|

Stop

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

YesNo

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Figure D.4: Flow chart of battery charge and discharge control for rule-based
multi-objective (MO) dispatch.
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Start

nday(t), pvexp(t), SOCmax,
SOClb, socsv

min(t), δsoc

nday(t) != nday(t − 1)

max[pvexp(t− dt : t)]==0

socsv
min(t:t+dt) =

min[SOCmax; socsv
min(t-

1)(1+δsoc)]

socsv
min(t:t+dt) =

max[SOClb; socsv
min(t-1)(1-δsoc)]

socsv
min(t + 1) = socsv

min(t)

socsv
min(t:t+dt),

socsv
min(t+1)

Stop

YesNo

Yes

No

Figure D.5: Rule-based operation of the minimum state-of-charge variation,
socsv

min(t), used in Fig. D.4.
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